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INTRODUCTION 

Chapter 1
Introduction
It may seem strange to perform a scientifïc study of an "old-fashioned" skill like 
handwriting given that typewriters and/or personal computers have become common 
household objects in most prosperous countries. An increasing number of people write 
using sophisticated key-manipulated text processors connected to matrix-, inktjet- or 
laser-printers instead of by hand using pen and paper. Many other personal transactions 
also occur these days without handwritten intervention; money, for example, is more 
and more often taken out of the bank using a pincode instead of a signature.
Nevertheless, handwriting remains an important skill. Not all countries are as 
"fortunate" as we are and must therefore rely, at least in part, on Standard handwritten 
communication. Moreover, even in prosperous settings it is easy to think of instances 
where handwriting is still preferred. Notes are created under a large variety of 
conditions and mostly hand-written. It is, for example, unpractical to write the grocery 
list using a computer. In devising a more extended text, the initial concept is often 
written by hand before being typed or entered into a text processor. And to give a fïnal 
example: It is not very romantic to write a loveletter using a text processor. 
Handwriting remains an important social communicative skill with the possibility of 
expressing a personal style. The exact forms of the letters of the alphabet initially 
leamed in the handwriting curriculum at school often seem to "wear out" when adapted 
in later years to the requirements of speed. In addition, letter forms are also changed 
reflecting personal preferences. In the near future, with improved handwriting 
recognition algorithms, cursive script may even become a preferred mode for human- 
computer interaction, because of its direct manipulative qualities (e.g., Thomassen, 
Teulings, & Schomaker, 1988). Recent developments in pen and notebook computers 
seem to point in such direction.
More importantly in the present context, however, is the fact that handwriting provides 
us with an excellent opportunity to examine the coordination of complex cognitive, 
psychomotor, and biomechanical processes. From a psychomotor point of view, 
handwriting is an activity in which a number of divergent but simultaneous control 
processes are entailed. Along with reading, speaking, and listening, handwriting is one 
of the four most essential forms of language use. It is assumed to be based at least in 
part on the same cognitive components and to fulfill similar communicative functions.
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Handwriting is not a natural skill; it must learned and is shaped by the surrounding 
cultural context. For example, learning to write in China, Egypt, or The Netherlands 
implies the mastery of quite different phonological and ideographic principles. Large 
differences in the global writing direction and in the number and forms of the characters 
are also implied. As an expressive, communicative skill, it is not only related to speech, 
but also to typewriting and Morse-coding. All of these activities will need some form 
of linguistic and motoric processing in order to convert the message, intended to be 
expressed, into an ordered sequence of motor events creating a comprehensible product. 
1.1 Product-oriented research 
Handwriting has been studied from many different perspectives. A large part of the 
research has been educationally oriented and concentrated on the product of handwriting 
(see, for example, Simner, 1986, 1991). Extended reviews of this particular type of 
research have been published by Askov, Otto, and Askov (1970) along with Peck, 
Askov, and Fairchild (1980). In both reviews, the research on handwriting is classified 
according to the scheme developed by Herrick and Okada (1963): to investigate 
1) the nature of those letter forms that are most efficiently and legibly produced; 
2) possible instructional techniques and correlates of skill development in 
handwriting; 
3) the effects of various body-part positions on writing performance; 
4) the effects of speed and stress on the handwriting product; 
5) the effects of instructional sequences on the development of handwriting skills; 
6) the nature of handwriting instruments and writing surfaces facilitating learning 
to write; and 
7) the development of improved handwriting evaluation-scales. 
The main purpose of this type of research, therefore, was and still is to identify those 
variables that can improve the writing product. It corresponded to a mainstream of 
motor research in the 1950s, which focused on overt behavior and studied how 
particular motor goals could be achieved most accurately and efficiently. 
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1.2 Process-oriented research 
In the 1960s, a counterpart to the product-oriented approach was developed. In this 
research the focus was on the more fundamental mental and motor processes on which 
the product was based. Inspired by the analogy with the principles of information 
processing in computers, an information processing approach of human behavior 
became popular (Pew, 1970). Early theoretical constructs from cybernetics and 
informatics, like feedback loops and the program concept, were applied in attempts to 
outline and understand the functional architecture of motor behavior. 
At the same time, the advancement of computer technology facilitated experimental 
research, for example in text and data processing. Statistical analyses, such as analysis 
of variance, which took a considerable period of time when calculated by hand with a 
calculator, could be computed within a day using a computer. In addition to this 
growing general supportive function of computers in scientific research, in handwriting 
research hardware and software developments started to provide ever increasing 
facilities for the direct study of the motor processes involved. A crucial step here was 
the development of digitizers enabling the recording of handwriting in real time (see 
below). 
1.2.1 Motor-programming approach 
With regard to the general principles of motor control, an early controversy evolved 
between closed-loop (Adams, 1968; 1971) and open-loop (Keele, 1968) theories. 
Closed-loop theory emphasized the importance of feedback in motor control, whereas 
in open-loop theory, feedback was not thought to be required for control. The 
discussion was settled in favor of the open-loop models when it was found that some 
forms of motor behavior (e.g., piano playing) and corrections in aiming movements 
occurred just too fast to be compatible with a closed-loop view (e.g., Lashley, 1951; 
Wadman, 1979). Even more convincingly, Bizzi (1980) showed that deafferentiated 
monkeys were still able to reach target positions, which suggested a minimal role for 
feedback in motor behavior. 
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The evidence mentioned above resulted in a shift towards open-loop models in which 
the concept of a motor program played a central role. As defined by Keele (1968), a 
motor program could lead to patterned movement in the absence of feedback. A motor 
program was thought to be a set of memory codes containing specific instructions 
concerning muscle innervations (Keele & Summers, 1976). A movement sequence was 
planned before it was initiated. In a later definition (Keele, 1981), a more abstract 
concept of the motor program was preferred (i.e., a representation of a motor act 
without muscle-specific instructions). 
1.2.2 Stage analysis using reaction time measurements 
"Avant la lettre" Donders had already studied stages of information processing as early 
as 1869. In this research, he showed that the latency of a response varied as a function 
of different processing demands. As a result of experiments on the identification of and 
reaction to visual or auditory stimuli, Donders proposed two stages of processing: 
stimulus identification and response selection. This basic idea, namely that reaction-time 
(RT) measurements can yield information about the processes occurring between 
stimulus and response, returned with the rise of the information processing approach 
in the 1960s. 
Henry and Rogers (1960) laid the foundation of the motor-programming approach with 
their Memory Drum theory. In this research, they assumed that the time needed to 
construct a motor program is a direct function of the complexity of a movement and 
reflected by the RT. A more complex movement (consisting of a larger number of 
connected parts) would imply a larger motor program. The preparation of such a larger 
program would take more time and was supposed to be reflected in a longer RT. The 
study of Henry and Rogers introduced an additional stage in the modelling of 
information processing occurring between stimulus and response, namely the stage of 
response programming to follow the stage of response selection posited by Donders. As 
a consequence of these developments, research interests concentrated on the 
measurement of RTs in (mostly) simple (e.g., aiming) movements. 
In 1969, Sternberg postulated a stage of stimulus encoding to precede the stage of 
stimulus identification proposed by Donders. In the same publication and more 
importantly, Sternberg introduced the additive-factor method for analyzing choice-
reaction times. In doing so, he strongly stimulated the usage of RTs to trace preparation 
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processes in more complex motor behavior. In an extension of the earlier work by 
Donders (1869), Sternberg offered a new method to discover processing stages and to 
assign a part of the total processing activity time to specific stages. He also published 
first results on speech and typewriting (Sternberg, Monsell, Knoll, & Wright, 1978; 
Sternberg, Wright, Knoll, & Monsell, 1980). A subprogram-retrieval model was 
proposed in which a motor program consists of a group of linked subprograms. 
In the search for serial processing stages, which were thought to be associated with 
response latency, the total number of stages was systematically extended to seven 
(Theios, 1975; Sanders, 1980; 1990): preprocessing, feature extraction, identification, 
response selection, motor programming, parameterization, and motor adjustment. 
At this point, research interests began to shift from simple to more complex forms of 
motor behavior. Process-oriented studies of speech and typewriting (Sternberg et al., 
1978, 1980; Shaffer, 1978), piano playing (Shaffer, 1980, 1981), and drawing (Van 
Sommers, 1984) were published. Also, first studies on handwriting (described below) 
were done. This subsequently resulted in an increasing number of dissertations on 
handwriting. These concentrated on peripheral modeling (Maarse, 1987); aspects of 
control (Teulings, 1988); educational and developmental aspects of writing (Meulen-
broek, 1989); simulation and recognition (Schomaker, 1991); the acquisition of 
handwriting (Portier, 1992); and the relevance of vision (Van Doom, 1993). 
1.3 Towards a model of handwriting 
A stage model of handwriting was initially presented by Van Galen (1980) and Van 
Galen and Teulings (1983). In this research, an additive factor methodology was used 
to identify the separate processing stages associated with the preparation of handwriting 
and a motor programming stage, a parameterization stage, and a movement initiation 
stage were distinguished. 
Computer technology gradually started to offer possibilities to sample handwriting in 
real time (for instance on a DEC PDP 11/45 computer) in combination with digitizing 
tablets (Teulings & Thomassen, 1979; Teulings & Maarse, 1984). This offered the 
opportunity not just to register reaction time, but also to measure the duration of the 
writing movements (movement times). In search of the programming unit in 
handwriting, Hulstijn and Van Galen (1983) and Teulings, Mullins, and S tei mach 
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(1986) tested the subprogram-retrieval hypothesis of Sternberg et al. with graphic tasks 
and several types of handwriting tasks, but could only find partial support for it. The 
combined results of these studies suggest that neither letters nor strokes as supposed 
processing units consistently predict reaction times and movement times. 
1.3.1 Slips of the pen 
Another approach to the study of handwriting was undertaken in research that 
concentrated on errors in handwriting (i.e., slips of the pen). Although based on the 
product of handwriting, the main interest in these studies was nevertheless in the 
underlying processes. Van Nes (1971) published one of the first studies of errors 
associated with the motor program for handwriting, and this study was followed by 
another publication in 1985. Other studies related to spelling were presented by Wing 
and Baddeley (1980), Hotopf (1980), and Fromkin (1980). Since most of the errors in 
handwriting have found to be spelling errors, these studies drew the attention to the 
higher-level lexical processes involved in handwriting. With the publications of Ellis 
(1979, 1982, 1985) and Margolin (1984), error research showed that it could provide 
interesting hypotheses about the modules involved in handwriting. Based on his 
convincing classifications of slips of the pen, Ellis incorporated the concepts of the 
grapheme and the allograph into his model of handwriting. A grapheme was proposed 
as the abstract representation of a letter without further specification of form, case, or 
size; an allograph was proposed as the representation of the specific letter. In the 
processing of handwriting, grapheme representations were assumed to precede 
allographic representations. For example, anticipation errors like "dagger" -> "ga.." 
may be viewed as associated to the graphemic level, whereas errors in form or size ("in 
China" -> "in china") may correspond to the allographic level. 
1.3.2 Cognitive neuropsychology 
Related to the "error" research were neuropsychological case studies in which 
disturbances of handwriting were studied as a function of localized brain lesions. 
During recent years cognitive neuropsychology has gone through a tempestuous 
development and has yielded many interesting observations and models of handwriting 
(e.g., Ellis & Young, 1988; Roeltgen & Heilman, 1985; Caramazza, Miceli, & Villa, 
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1986). Case studies describing dissociations offered real-life evidence for the plausibility 
of hypothesized modules and processing routes hypothesized in handwriting. 
1.3.3 An open-loop cognitive model of handwriting 
Inspired by the modelling of handwriting by Ellis (1982, 1985) and of speech by Levelt 
(1989), Van Galen (1980) and Van Galen and Teulings (1983) proposed a stage model 
of handwriting. This model has evolved into an open-loop cognitive psychomotor model 
of handwriting (Van Galen, Meulenbroek, & Hylkema, 1986; Van Galen, 1991) and 
constitutes the backbone of the present thesis . The model has a modular hierarchical 
structure. Each of the processing modules is assumed to deal with a specific type of 
information derived from the representation corresponding to the current stage of 
processing. The output of a particular processing module is also proposed to be the 
input to the next hierarchically lower module, and the units processed by the modules 
are assumed to decrease in size. All processing modules are concurrently active, but the 
hierarchically higher modules are further ahead from real-time output than the lower 
modules. Finally, storage buffers accomodate any time conflicts between the separate 
modules. 
At the highest level in the model, intentions are thought to be activated. The writer 
intends to express an idea in writing: This intention is conceived as the start of such an 
activity. To express concepts, meaningful words are needed, and such words are 
assumed to be processed in a semantic module. The words are retrieved from a verbal 
lexicon. A subsequent syntactic module is assumed to construct a phrase. The words 
are stored one by one in verbal short-term memory. The individual letters of the words 
to be written are specified in a hypothesized spelling module. According to the model 
of Ellis (1982), which was inspired by models of reading, there are two ways to 
accomplish this spelling process. In the first (non-lexical) route, the phonological 
representations and phonemic codes of the words to be written are substituted by their 
corresponding graphemic codes. Graphemes are thought to be the abstract representati-
ons of letters, i.e. without specification of such features as letter case, or style of 
writing (e.g., cursive, block/printing). Besides the phoneme-grapheme conversion 
process, a second (lexical) route to the activation of graphemic representations is 
postulated to occur with direct access to knowledge stored about the spelling of written 
words. Once the abstract representation of a letter is specified, a further specification 
of the letter form is assumed to occur in a subsequent module for selection of the 
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allographs. With this selection process, the boundary between linguistic and motor 
modules is crossed. The selection of allographs is assumed to involve the selection and 
activation of motor programs from the motor memory. The specific motor program 
containing the successive strokes for a letter is then stored temporarily in a short-term 
memory buffer. Writing size and speed are then assumed to be specified by the 
following hierarchically lower parameterization module. Finally, within this model the 
muscular adjustment module is assumed to involve the recruitment of the muscle forces 
necessary for the realization of a writing trajectory in a given biophysical context (Van 
Galen, 1991). 
1.4 Former reductionism in experimental research 
In attempting to uncover the elementary representations and processes, experimental 
psychological research has confined itself for a considerable period of time to the 
manipulation of very elementary, simple, and short term forms of motor behavior. 
Motor research has for a long time been dominated by studies of simple movements 
like, for instance, aiming. Characteristic of these studies were experimental set-ups in 
which the degrees of movement freedom of a subject were reduced to just one 
(dimension) using clamps, etc., which created a strange and unworldly laboratory 
situation to move in. The same elementary character caused a tendency to study human 
behavior from a strictly discipline-specific perspective. Experiments were focused either 
on perceptual, linguistic, or motor processes, often overlooking or denying their actual 
integrated and intertwined character. In addition, many of these earlier studies were 
restricted to just one dependent variable, which was typically a reaction time. In order 
to exploit the reaction-time paradigm to the full, and to exclude the influence of 
possible unwanted other effects, subjects were instructed to respond as fast as possible. 
Errors were noticed only to eliminate supposedly irrelevant responses and their 
corresponding reaction times from the analysis. 
It was not surprising to see that such an approach received considerable criticism from 
the late sixties onwards. Neisser (1976), for instance, expressed his concern with the 
development of cognitive psychology as being disappointingly narrow, focusing inward 
on the analysis of specific experimental situations rather than outward toward the world 
beyond the laboratory. According to Neisser, theories should have something to say 
about what people do in real, culturally significant situations (i.e., the theories should 
be ecologically valid). 
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The question remains as to whether or not an exact, process-oriented, experimental 
approach, which tries to obtain hard data of elementary processes, lends itself to such 
a less reductionistic and more ecologically valid approach. It is one of the principal 
questions (and challenges) of the present thesis to see whether or not it is possible to 
make small steps in that direction. Besides their hypothesis testing aim, the experiments 
reported in the thesis, therefore, have an explorative puipose as well.
1.4.1 Starting point and aims o f the thesis
In contrast to the aforementioned Standard reaction-time approach, the present thesis 
focuses on multiple, complex, and relatively long-lasting motor sequences. Subjects are 
not instructed to push a button or write a single stroke or letter. Rather, they are asked 
to write combinations of letters, words, or phrases. With the model of Van Galen as 
the starting point, there is no exclusive interest in studying motor processes. 
Handwriting is interpreted and studied as the integrated interplay between movement, 
memory and linguistic processes. Perceptual processes are also, of course, relevant to 
writing, but will be largely ignored in the present thesis. In the specifïc experiments, 
the hypothesized linguistic and motor modules will often be studied in combination.
In each chapter, the hypothesized processing modules are studied using normal, adult, 
right-handed subjects with no motor problems. Response complexity at the level of 
these modules is manipulated in order to study the preparation and production processes 
in handwriting. With respect to the dependent variables, research interest is not limited 
to pre-writing reaction times or latencies, but will also be directed to measurement of 
the relevant kinematics of behavioral segments beyond this period. The temporal 
measure of movement time and spatial measure of trajectory length along with the 
exploratory measure of axial pen pressure are therefore registered in these later 
segments of the response.
Before a letter is realized on paper, each of the processes necessary to produce a 
written letter will have made a contribution. Effects of their involvement will exert their 
influence before the actual realization of their product. Since the output from most 
higher modules functions as a prerequisite for input to the lower modules, it is assumed 
that hierarchically higher modules will play their part further ahead in time of the actual 
writing than hierarchically lower modules. At each instance, however, multiple 
processes will be concurrently active and all of these have to share the same general
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processing resources. In the experiments, response complexity will be manipulated 
under the assumption that increased complexity will increase the processing demands 
of the corresponding specific processes performed by the hypothesized, dedicated 
module during the current processing stage. It is assumed that this will be reflected in 
an increase of latency or of temporal and/or spatial measures of the writing segments. 
In the experiments to be presented, special efforts are made to maintain ecological 
validity. To this end attempts are made to let both the experimental design and 
experimental task correspond as much as possible to normal everyday writing situations. 
The materials used in the experiments resemble standard writing equipment as closely 
as possible. Although the interior of the pen, which is used to write, completely differs 
from a normal pen (since it functions as an antenna and contains a pressure receptor), 
its exterior resembles a normal ballpoint-pen. The paper to write on, containing a 
number of horizontal lines, looks like a page of a standard writing-pad. And finally, the 
subjects are not instructed to react as fast as possible but to respond in a natural and 
spontaneous way. 
7.5 Introducing forthcoming chapters 
In the remainder of this thesis, a number of experiments on handwriting will be 
described. In each chapter (with the exception of Chapter 3), a combination of the 
hypothesized processing modules will be studied, starting with the hierarchically lower 
ones. The experiments are designed to trace effects of processing load as a function of 
response complexity. 
Chapter 2 contains four experiments of increasing complexity. In each experiment the 
subjects are asked to write acoustically presented stimulus words or phrases after 
crossing a spacing distance. Three different levels of processing are of interest. The 
stimulus words used in the experiments differ in the number of letters and thus in 
length. The words are assumed to be retrieved from verbal short-term memory before 
they are spelled (i.e., decomposed into graphemes/letters). It is difficult to encode and 
maintain longer sequences of stimuli in short term memory, and it is therefore expected 
that increased word length will produce increased processing demands. When the words 
are to be written, subjects must retrieve the individual letter forms. This is performed 
in the motor programming phase, which immediately precedes the parameterization 
phase. After the retrieval of such an allographic representation (i.e., a letter form), the 
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corresponding motor program is unpacked into its successive strokes. This is assumed 
to be done from a short-term motor buffer. The initial letter of the stimulus words is 
varied in complexity by manipulating the inter-stroke similarity. Previous research has 
shown similar items to be more difficult to hold in short-term memory than discrete 
items. It is therefore hypothesized in the present context that an initial letter with 
similar strokes will be more complex to prepare than one with dissimilar strokes. In the 
experiments reported in this chapter, the subjects are also required to cross different 
spacing distances. It is hypothesized that variation in spacing is realized through 
variation in the overall force of the executive muscle system and that this variation is 
prepared during the parameterization phase. It has also been found that increased levels 
of force coincide with increased coordination costs, and it is therefore expected that 
longer spacings will be more complex to prepare. In the first three experiments, the 
stimulus words are studied in isolation. In the fourth experiment, the stimulus words 
are preceded by two other words to create small phrases. 
In Chapter 3 a short study of the selection of allographs is presented as a preliminary 
to Chapter 4. In this chapter, two suggestions made by Wing (1979) and Ellis (1982) 
are examined. Wing proposed that choice of letter form might vary as a function of the 
allograph's position within the word, with different allographs often being chosen at the 
beginnings and ends of words. For the present experiment, twelve writers were selected 
who frequently used well-defined distinct allographs for particular graphemes. The 
subjects were instructed to write acoustically presented words with the position of the 
target grapheme varied between the initial, middle, and final positions. The question 
was whether or not the different positions systematically influence allograph selection. 
As another variable influencing the choice of a specific letter form, Ellis suggested the 
preceding allographic context. In order to examine this hypothesis, the experimental 
graphemes were preceded by two other graphemes with either a lower or higher 
position for the endstroke. It was predicted that subjects would select a letter form that 
facilitates the stroke connection to the next letter. 
In Chapter 4 a more fundamental study of the allographic process is undertaken. 
Allograph selection can imply a choice of letter pattern, letter case, or both. In the 
present experiment, subjects are instructed to write combinations of letters varying in 
pattern, case, or size combination. For one grapheme to be written in the experiment, 
the subjects use two different letter patterns for its corresponding upper-case and lower­
case allographs, whereas for another grapheme identical patterns for both cases are 
»mn1rt\H»H Tt ic КжтпГЬосіт«»/! ttiot о /*hni/»A Ідеілідо^л tuin Hictinr»t riattarne at tti^ 
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corresponding motor program is unpacked into its successive strokes. This is assumed 
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shown similar items to be more difficult to hold in short-term memory than discrete 
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similar strokes will be more complex to prepare than one with dissimilar strokes. In the 
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stimulus words are studied in isolation. In the fourth experiment, the stimulus words 
are preceded by two other words to create small phrases.
In Chapter 3 a short study of the selection of allographs is presented as a preliminary 
to Chapter 4. In this chapter, two suggestions made by Wing (1979) and Ellis (1982) 
are examined. Wing proposed that choice of letter form might vary as a function of the 
allograph’s position within the word, with different allographs often being chosen at the 
beginnings and ends of words. For the present experiment, twelve writers were selected 
who frequently used well-defined distinct allographs for particular graphemes. The 
subjects were instructed to write acoustically presented words with the position of the 
target grapheme varied between the initial, middle, and final positions. The question 
was whether or not the different positions systematically influence allograph selection. 
As another variable influencing the choice of a specific letter form, Ellis suggested the 
preceding allographic context. In order to examine this hypothesis, the experimental 
graphemes were preceded by two other graphemes with either a lower or higher 
position for the endstroke. It was predicted that subjects would select a letter form that 
facilitates the stroke connection to the next letter.
In Chapter 4 a more fundamental study of the allographic process is undertaken. 
Allograph selection can imply a choice of letter pattem, letter case, or both. In the 
present experiment, subjects are instructed to write combinations of letters varying in 
pattem, case, or size combination. For one grapheme to be written in the experiment, 
the subjects use two different letter pattems for its corresponding upper-case and lower- 
case allographs, whereas for another grapheme identical pattems for both cases are 
employed. It is hypothesized that a choice between two distinct pattems at the
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expectation is that the spelling of real words is facilitated by word-specific memory and 
therefore be less demanding than the spelling of otherwise comparable nonwords. 
Finally, in the Epilogue to this thesis the basic assumptions of the model adopted foi 
use are evaluated in light of the experimental results and some final conclusions are 
drawn. 
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CHAPTER 2 
SPATIAL AND MOTOR DEMANDS 

Spatial and Motor Demands 
Effects of Spadai and Motor Demands in Handwriting ' 
R. E. van der Plaats 
G. P. van Galen 
Abstract. Four experiments were conducted to study response programming in 
handwriting tasks. Twelve right-handed subjects wrote acoustically presented words 
and phrases, and their handwriting was digitally recorded. Changes in latency, 
movement time, trajectory length, and pen pressure were studied as a function of 
response complexity (i.e., word length, complexity of initial letter, and spacing 
distance). The lengthening of the spatiotemporal parameters preceding the more 
complex structures is interpreted to be a reflection of the effects of mental load. The 
results further indicate that the choice of a programming strategy is dependent on the 
structural complexity of the task. Writing pressure decreased as a function of 
increased sequence length. The findings support a hierarchical model of handwriting. 
2.1 Introduction 
A major line of research in motor control has concentrated on the study of program-
ming. By definition, motor programs refer to central representations that can lead to 
patterned movement in the absence of feedback (Keele, 1981). Henry and Rogers 
inspired these studies in 1960 with their "memory drum theory" and with the 
assumption that the time needed to construct a motor program, as reflected in reaction 
time (RT), is a direct function of the response parameters included in the task (Henry, 
1980). As a consequence, most studies initially focused on the reaction time stage and 
manipulated response parameters to understand the motor program involved. A more 
complex movement, that is, one made up of a number of connected parts, would 
require a larger program, and the execution of this program would effect the desired 
movement sequence. The preparation of an increasingly complex sequence should, 
therefore, be reflected in increasing RTs. 
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As research interests gradually extended from the study of simple movements (e.g., 
aiming) to more complex actions like speech or handwriting (and especially to the study 
of longer sequences), evidence was found of programming effects beyond the reaction 
time stage. Klapp and Wyatt (1976) showed in their Morse paradigm that the movement 
time (MT) of the first part of the sequence was extended when the terminal element was 
longer. The programming of the longer terminal response, however, became especially 
apparent in the lengthening of the duration of the preceding interresponse interval. 
Subsequently, Laszlo and Livesey (1977) suggested that RT involved the programming 
of movement initiation and that MT included the programming of the ongoing response. 
Sternberg, Monsell, Knoll, and Wright (1978) and Sternberg, Wright, Knoll, and 
Monsell (1980) produced additional evidence of the retrieval of programs during speech 
and typewriting tasks and proposed a "subprogram retrieval model" that could be 
interpreted as a refinement of the memory drum theory. According to Sternberg and his 
colleagues' model, a motor program is thought to consist of a group of linked 
subprograms, of which only the first subprogram is retrieved and unpacked in the 
latency phase. After the initiation of the movement, the remaining subprograms are 
retrieved and unpacked during the execution of the movement, and these processes are 
assumed to be reflected in the response durations of the consecutive elements. 
The growing attention to effects of programming in different parts of the response again 
raised the central questions of the degree to which a movement sequence is preplanned 
and organized and the points in the time course of the response at which these processes 
might take place. The debate on simple versus choice reaction time paradigms (Henry, 
1980; Klapp, 1980, 1981; Marteniuk & MacKenzie, 1981) showed the flexibility a 
subject may exhibit in the preprogramming of a task preceding and during the latency 
stage. But, in several studies, it also appeared that preparation processes could be 
influenced by the nature of the experimental tasks involved: a simple or a complex 
movement, a novel or a well-practiced task, short or long, or slow or fast response 
sequences; these might all lead to large differences in the possibilities for advance 
programming and the choice of the size of the programming unit. 
Furthermore, most studies traditionally instructed and motivated subjects to respond as 
quickly as possible, and this might prod subjects into programming as much as possible 
in the latency stage or the earlier phases of the response, with the subsequent risk of 
a disproportionate attention to the role of the RT period in normal response program-
ming. Semjen and Garcia-Colera (1986) showed that only when the task had to be 
executed at a fast rate did subjects plan a whole sequence of tappings. This suggests that 
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the extent to which the latency period is used in the planning of a movement sequence 
depends on task requirements and/or individual strategies. Because most research in the 
past has been done in time pressure situations, little is known about how people 
program long response sequences under more ecologically valid conditions. 
The points at issue seem to be of special relevance for studies of handwriting. The 
model of Sternberg et al. (1978) and Sternberg et al. (1980) has led to conflicting 
results in some of the more recent studies of programming; but, in particular, this 
seems to apply to handwriting studies (Harrington & Haaland, 1987). Hulstijn and Van 
Galen (1983), for instance, used several handwriting tasks to test the subprogram 
retrieval model, but could find only partial support for its predictions. Stelmach and 
Teulings (1983) also examined the planning of letter sequences under time pressure, and 
concluded that most of the advance programming benefitted the first stroke and that the 
remaining letters were programmed on-line. Teulings, Mullins, and Stelmach (1986) 
concluded that there is no evidence in handwriting studies that shows programming 
effects on both RT and response duration per unit, as predicted by the subprogram 
retrieval model. It seems advisable to use care in generalizing models of programming 
to modes of movement other than those studied in the experiments on which the models 
are based. 
Many of the results in the handwriting studies, which deviate from the speech and 
typing studies, may be due to the relative complexity and length of the movements 
involved. The writing of a single letter implies a more complicated movement trajectory 
than, for instance, the simple keystroke of a typist. Therefore, individual letters and 
their combinations, as used in handwriting studies, form relatively complex and long 
response sequences. Although the writing of letters and digits is well practiced and 
completely automatized in most adults, the execution rate is rather slow compared to 
those found in typing or speech. The mean time to write a letter in a word (in the 
experiments to be presented, 410 ms) is much longer than the mean time a slow typist 
may need per character (e.g., 236 ms in Ostry, 1980). This indicates that a handwriting 
task may not be very well suited for the traditional RT task, because the response 
sequence is too complex to allow the subject to prepare substantial parts in the latency 
period, even under time pressure. Compared with tasks like typing, handwriting may 
reflect more step-by-step, on-line programming. A subject probably does not maintain 
a fixed unit of programming during handwriting, but may use flexible strategies 
depending on the demands of the task. Consequently, different experimental approaches 
for studying the effects of programming in handwriting are needed, one of which is 
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proposed in the present study. In such an approach, not just the latency phase, but also 
later parts of the response should be analyzed. To prevent an artificial concentration of 
preparation processes in the latency phase, we should place no constraints upon speed 
of execution. The experiments presented here were designed to fulfill these conditions. 
Several models have been proposed to explain programming in handwriting. In some 
models, programming can be interpreted as the formation of representations of the 
writing task on different levels (Ellis, 1982, 1985; Margolin, 1984) that have to be 
monitored closely in time. Van Galen (1990) extended this concept to a multilevel, 
parallel model of handwriting, in which programming proceeds in a hierarchic fashion 
from abstract representations to more specific levels. In this model, lexical and/or 
phonological processors produce abstract graphemic representations that are placed, 
word by word, in a graphemic buffer. The storage and retrieval processes of this buffer 
are assumed to resemble those of a verbal short-term memory. Subsequently, an 
allographic processor reads the buffer, letter by letter, and translates the graphemic 
representations into allographic codes, which are stored within a short-term motor 
buffer. According to the model, the allographic codes correspond to motor programs 
for separate letterforms, which are represented in long-term motor memory. The codes 
are thought to contain the spatial relations between a concatenation of strokes forming 
a particular letter shape. In a subsequent stage in which parameters are chosen, absolute 
size is specified, and a final muscle initiation stage completes the realization of the 
letter. 
In the four experiments presented here, effects of programming were studied in 
handwriting tasks of increasing complexity, but without time pressure. In conformity 
with earlier research on handwriting (Van Galen & Van der Plaats, 1984; Van Galen, 
Meulenbroek, & Hylkema, 1986) we expected that effects of processing load would be 
demonstrable in the preceding handwriting trace and would be reflected in longer 
latencies, movement times, and/or trajectory lengths. The movement time data in all 
experiments refer to specific response segments and not to the total response. In 
addition to the spatiotemporal measures, which are thought to reflect aspects of 
programming, measures of pen pressure were included in the analysis to study how 
subjects actually controlled force levels during the writing phase of the response. Three 
complexity levels (word length, initial letter, and spacing distance) were varied to test 
whether processing demands related to this manipulation are manifested by fluctuations 
in the spatiotemporal data, as predicted by the handwriting model (Van Galen, 1990). 
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Word length (or sequence length) was varied in terms of the number of letters, because 
there is some evidence that in the well-practiced writing of words, programming 
proceeds mostly letter for letter (Teulings, Thomassen, & Van Galen, 1983). In the 
handwriting experiments of Hulstijn and Van Galen (1983), word length had an effect 
on the latency data. In a handwriting experiment without time constraints, Van Galen 
et al. (1986) also observed a small effect of word length on latency. In the present 
studies, words of varying length were preceded by a spacing. Consequently, the 
response segment preceding the words consisted of a latency and a spacing phase. 
According to the hierarchical handwriting model mentioned above, words are stored one 
by one in verbal short-term memory, from which phonological elements are retrieved 
to enter the phoneme-grapheme conversion processes. We expected, therefore, that 
response segments that precede the beginning of the first letter would take more time 
and/or would have longer movement trajectories in the case of the longer stimulus 
words. 
In the phase of the response in which the words are actually written, the remaining 
sequence length is assumed to influence lower motor levels of processing. Van Galen 
et al. (1986) showed that long words were speeded up after the first letter was written. 
This may be a result of a strategy of invariance in motor behavior (e.g., Viviani & 
Terzuolo, 1983), namely, a tendency to increase writing speed as a function of the size 
of the response sequence, in order to keep the total response time constant. If writing 
speed increases when sequences are longer, we should find a decrease in movement 
time for the individual letters as a function of increasing sequence length. On the other 
hand, when subjects are confronted with response sequences of differing lengths, they 
may adopt another strategy to realize invariance. They may reduce the trajectory length 
of individual (letter) segments as a function of the length of the total (word) sequence 
in an attempt to keep space, instead of time, at a constant value. In that case, we expect 
to find a decrease in trajectory length in single letters as a function of increasing 
sequence length. Writing velocity may also be related to the levels of force exerted on 
the pen point. To gather additional information on how subjects actually realize these 
letters, we also analyzed pen pressure. We expected pen pressure to be lower in the 
writing of longer sequences because of the higher movement velocity generally found 
with increased word length. In the shorter sequences, higher pen pressure values were 
expected, especially in writing the final letter of a word, because of the decrease in 
writing velocity near the termination of the movement. 
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The second variable studied was the complexity of the initial letter of the stimulus 
words. A comparison of the relative motor complexities of letters such as m, n, and и 
with those of the other letters of the alphabet can be found in studies of writing errors. 
In patients with spatial or afferent dysgraphia, reduplication of the vertical strokes of 
letters such as m, n, and и is commonly seen (Chedru & Geschwind, 1972; Ellis, 
1982). Normal subjects also often show spontaneous errors in these repeated sequences 
of identical strokes, and one can induce the errors by removing visual feedback or 
reducing available attention capacity by providing a concurrent task (Ellis, Young, & 
Flude, 1987). Ellis (1982) suggests that the errors stem from a difficulty in updating 
the motor pattern during its execution, a time in which visual feedback may play an 
important role. In a handwriting experiment with visual feedback, Van Galen (1990) 
compared the movement times of the first three strokes of the letter m with the same 
strokes of the letter η and observed significantly longer values for the first m strokes. 
In the present experiment, the initial letter m will be contrasted with the initial letter p. 
In the handwriting model under discussion, successive strokes of letters were assumed 
to be unpacked from a short-term motor buffer in which the allographic representation 
of the letter is stored. The similarity among the strokes of the letter m was expected to 
place heavier processing demands upon the system. 
The third variable manipulated was the spacing distance preceding the word written. 
The vast amount of research done on Fitts' law and aiming has led to many conflicting 
results. Longer RTs did (Williams, 1971; Glencross, 1973) or did not (bagasse & 
Hayes, 1973; Glencross, 1976) precede increases in movement amplitude. Quinn, 
Schmidt, Zelaznik, Hawkins, and McFarquhar (1980) showed that response duration 
(MT), rather than movement amplitude, might be an important variable influencing RT. 
Kerr (1979), however, did not find an effect of varying response durations on RT in 
a key press experiment. The spatial distances that constitute word spacings in normal 
handwriting are relatively small, varying around a mean of 6 mm. In the present 
experiments, this distance, as well as a smaller and a larger spacing distance, were 
introduced, and the psychomotor load of the spatial demands upon the latency and the 
spacing itself were analyzed. One might speculate that a word space is just another form 
of an allographic motor pattern. According to this interpretation, in the handwriting 
model under discussion, the variation of the width of a space should be accomplished 
during the phase in which parameters are chosen. It is assumed that this is realized 
through variation of the overall force level within the executive muscle systems. It has 
generally been found that increased force levels, at least above a certain minimum 
value, coincide with increased coordination costs (Meyer, Abrams, Kornblum, Wright, 
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& Smith, 1988). According to that theory, it might be expected that longer spacings 
affect the duration and trajectories of immediately preceding task segments more than 
shorter spacings do. 
2.2 Experiment 1. EITects of Word Length and Initial Letter 
2.2.1 Method 
Subjects. Twelve right-handed student volunteers (8 female, 4 male), aged between 
18 to 27 years, participated in the experiment as paid subjects. 
Apparatus and task. A computer-controlled digitizing tablet (Calcomp 924GB) was 
used to record the handwriting movements of the subjects. Pen position was sampled 
at a frequency of 12S Hz, with an estimated spatial and temporal accuracy of 0.2 mm 
and 1 ms, respectively. The pen (designed at NICI, see Maarse, Janssen, & Dexel, 
1988) had an ordinary ballpoint refill and a barrel width of 8 mm. When held in a 
normal writing position, it could be lifted 20 mm from the tablet before sampling 
stopped. The pressure on the pen tip was recorded by a built-in pressure sensor (Kyowa 
LM-500G). Subjects were seated on an adjustable chair and instructed to write 
consistently in their normal, spontaneous manner. The writing sheet was taped to the 
tablet and had the appearance of an ordinary notepad, with horizontal lines separated 
by an 8-mm interline space. Every other line of this sheet was thickened by 1 mm and 
had a 2- χ 2-mm square plotted to the left of it at a distance of 6 mm. The subjects 
wrote on 18 of these thickened lines. The thinner intervening lines served to prevent 
large up- or downstrokes of written letters from reaching the next line to be written. 
The stimulus words were presented via a headphone. The words - the Dutch equivalents 
of man, coat, mandolin, pan, panther, and slipper - varied in word length and initial 
letter (see Table 1). 
The words were presented in randomized blocks, at a pace of 1 word per 5 s. Each 
word was replicated 12 times, which resulted in a total of 72 trials. At the beginning 
of each trial, the pen was positioned in the square starting box. After presentation of 
the stimulus, a short tone of 1000 Hz signaled the subject to lift the pen from the square 
and to write down the stimulus word at the beginning of the line. There was no 
emphasis on speed of execution. Subjects were randomly given a 180- or 220-ms inter-
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Table 1 
Stimulus Words 
Word length 
(number of letters) 
Initial letter 
m 
Ρ 
3 
лап 
pan 
б 
m a n t e l 
p a n t e r 
9 
randoline 
pantoffel 
val between the presentation of the stimulus and the start-signal tone. Formally, this 
resembles a precue type of situation found in simple RT paradigms. The short interval 
was needed to permit an initial auditory processing of the stimulus word without 
interference from the start signal. At the same time, the interval was chosen to be as 
short as possible to prevent effects of preprogramming during this period. Subjects were 
instructed to start the required response at their own pace, "only after they had heard 
the start signal". Therefore, they were not motivated to anticipate and plan the response 
sequences in advance of the response signal that marked the beginning of the RT 
interval. This 1000-Hz tone triggered a level detector that started the sampling 
procedure on a DEC PDP 11/45 computer. After completing a word, the subject 
skipped the following thin line and waited in the next square for the following stimulus 
to be presented. The experiment was preceded by 18 practice trials. In the experimental 
session, after each set of 18 trials a new sheet was taped to the tablet. 
Data analysis. Figure 1 depicts a sample of the handwriting trace of a subject in 
combination with the absolute velocity curve and pressure profile. The velocity data 
were determined after differentiating and low-pass filtering the recorded handwriting 
movements at 16 Hz. Pen pressure was processed separately, synchronized with the 
tablet, and normalized in the range of 0 - 1,023 g. In all the experiments to be 
described, both curves were used in the segmentation and in the further analysis of the 
response. Crossings of the absolute velocity curve marked the end points of these 
segments on which spatiotemporal parameters were calculated. 
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Phase Latency Spacing Writing 
Figure 1. One of the response sequences, with corresponding pressure and absolute velocity 
curves that were used to analyze the latency, spacing, and writing phases. 
Three parts of the response sequence were studied. 
1. The latency phase was the response segment between the "go" signal and the pen 
lift. It is characterized in Figure 1 by a more or less constant pressure level and a 
zero velocity level. The duration of this segment in ms was calculated. The 
replications of each condition were averaged and analyzed in a 3 χ 2 χ 12 (Word 
Length χ Initial Letter χ Subject) analysis of variance (ANOVA). 
2. The second part of the response studied was the spacing phase, which started from 
the moment the pen was lined to cross the spacing distance and ended with the 
beginning of the first downstroke of the initial letter of the word to be written. It is 
characterized (see Figure 1) by a variable velocity level and a zero pressure level. 
Movement time and trajectory length of this segment were calculated. A 3 χ 2 χ 12 
(Word Length χ Initial Letter χ Subject) ANOVA was used to analyze the results. 
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3. The writing phase was the third response segment, in which the first three letters of 
the word were written. It is characterized by a variable velocity and pressure level. 
The trace of each letter was analyzed from the first to the last downstroke. Next, 
movement times, trajectory lengths, and pen pressure of the individual letters were 
calculated. Effects of the remaining sequence length upon these three consecutive 
letters were studied in a 3 χ 12 (Sequence Length χ Subject) ANOVA. 
For post hoc comparisons of means, in all response segments Tukey's HSD tests 
(overall alpha < .05) were used. 
2.2.2 Results and Discussion 
Word length effects. It appeared that in the latency phase, longer words led to shorter 
latencies. Words of 3, 6, and 9 letters resulted in mean latencies of 294, 276, and 
256 ms, respectively, F(2,ll) = 12.31, ρ < .001. The difference between the means 
of the 3- and 9-letter conditions was shown to be significant in a post hoc analysis. The 
result is in conflict with our expectations. 
The expected effect of an increased mental load due to the programming of the longer 
words, however, was found in the spacing phase and was expressed in longer movement 
times and trajectory lengths. Words of 3, 6, and 9 letters were approached with mean 
movement times of 484, 492, and 504 ms, respectively, ^(2,11) = 4.37, ρ < .03. 
Trajectory lengths were also greater antecedent to longer words (mean values of 1.840, 
1.927, and 1.973 cm for the 3-, 6-, and 9-letter words), but this effect was not 
significant at the 5 % level, F(2,ll) = 2.62, ρ < .10. Post hoc testing of the results 
of the spacing phase showed that the 3- and 9-letter conditions differed significantly 
from each other. The shorter latencies and longer spacing times, that are observed when 
word length increases, may be interpreted as a specific form of a strategy of temporal 
invariance. According to such a strategy, subjects try to compensate for the retrieval 
load of the longer movement sequences during the spacing phase by shortening the 
latency phase preceding longer words, thereby trying to equalize the total response time 
of the preceding response phases. The effect of word length was indeed not significant, 
if we combined the temporal data of the latency and spacing phase, F(2,ll) = 1.48, 
ρ > .10. The results suggest that during the latency phase, subjects anticipate the 
length of the oncoming sequence. Load effects of the longer sequences emerge, 
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however, in the spacing phase. These results reflect the fact that the load on verbal 
short-term memory is a function of word length. 
We hypothesized that, in the writing phase, movement time or trajectory length might 
decrease as a function of increasing sequence length, and thereby reflect a tendency 
toward temporal or spatial invariance. No effects on movement times were found, 
except for the letter л in words starting with man (364, 358, and 350 ms, with a 
remaining sequence length of 0, 3, and 6 letters, respectively, /^2,11] = 11.19, 
ρ < .001). Post hoc testing revealed that the 6-letter condition differed significantly 
from the two other conditions. Apparently, a tendency toward temporal invariance 
during writing is not consistently found in all of these letters. An explanation for this 
may be that the load of a continuing phonological retrieval of subsequent letters in long 
words (especially during the writing of the first letters) makes it impossible to decrease 
writing time. 
The results concerning the movement trajectory in the writing phase showed that the 
initial and third letters in longer words were written smaller as a function of sequence 
length. For the second letter a, no significant differences were found. The letter m 
yielded values of 1.603, 1.573, and 1.546 cm for a remaining length of 2, 5, and 
8 letters, F(2,11) = 4.90, ρ < .02. Post hoc analysis indicated a significant difference 
between the 2- and 8-letter conditions. The letter ρ showed a similar main effect, with 
1.694, 1.644, and 1.653 cm, respectively, F(2,ll) = 3.88, ρ < .04. Post hoc 
comparisons showed that the means of 2-letter conditions differed significantly from the 
two other means. The third letter л was also written smaller with increasing word 
length (1.168, 1.101, and 1.066 cm for m words with 0, 3, and 6 letters to go, 
respectively, ÍI2.11] = 17.07, ρ < .0001; and 1.128, 1.060, and 1.039 cm for ρ 
words, F[2,ll] = 7.34, ρ < .01). Tukey's tests revealed that the results for the л as 
final letter (e.g., no remaining letters) were significantly different from the two other 
conditions. In contrast to the movement time results, a hypothesized tendency toward 
spatial invariance appears more frequently, as suggested by the trajectory length data 
found in the first and third letters. In most instances, the shortest remaining sequence 
length differs significantly from the two longer sequences. 
Table 2 shows the pen pressure results. Mean pen pressure decreased as a function of 
increasing sequence length in all three letters. The effect was less significant in the 
initial letters. Post hoc comparisons showed that in both the letters л and a of the pan 
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Table 2 
Mean Pen Pressure (g) in Letters as a 
Letter 
m 
Ρ 
a in man 
a in pan 
η in man 
л in рал 
Sequence length 
(number of letters) 
2 
135.7 
135.9 
1 
134.2 
128.6 
0 
156.2 
157.1 
5 
134.4 
133.6 
4 
131.0 
123.1 
3 
145.0 
144.5 
7 
132.2 
131.6 
6 
128.9 
122.1 
5 
145.0 
141.4 
Function of Letter Sequence Length 
ANOVA results 
F 
3.74 
3.21 
5.40 
15.74 
7.78 
11.82 
Ρ 
< .05 
= .06 
< .02 
< .001 
< .01 
< .001 
means, whereas in the other conditions, only the shortest and longest remaining 
sequence lengths were significantly different from each other. Again, the results of the 
shortest sequence length seem to differ most explicitly from the other two conditions. 
Pen pressure considerably increased on the third letter n, especially in the condition in 
which η was the last letter. Findings similar to the latter result were reported by Kao 
(1983) and Kao, Hong, and Wah (1986). They suggested that higher pen pressures, as 
a function of task progression, might reflect the increasing importance of feedback. The 
relatively high pen pressure found in л as the final letter of a word, however, may 
alternatively be explained in terms of use by the subject of the force exerted on the pen 
point as a "brake". The resulting friction with the writing surface might represent a 
means of controlling writing velocity near the end of a movement. 
Initial letter effects. The relative complexity of the letter m versus ρ became 
apparent in longer latencies before words starting with m, but the effect fell just short 
of significance, ίχΐ,Ι1) = 4.73, ρ < .06. The mean latencies for the letters m and ρ 
were 283 and 267 ms, respectively. 
In the spacing phase, the mean movement time of the spacing preceding the letter m 
was 512 ms, compared with 475 ms preceding the letterp, F(l, 11) = 18.41,ρ < .01. 
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The mean trajectory lengths in the spacing were 2.034 and 1.793 cm, respectively, 
F(l,l l) = 7.89, ρ < .02. 
Both the tendency to increase latency before words starting with m and the more 
clearly established lengthening of movement time and trajectory length during the 
spacing phase are in agreement with the assumed heavier programming load when an 
m is forthcoming. The effect is most pronounced just before the actual production of 
the letter m and is thought to be connected with its similarity in strokes. 
In none of the response phases could significant interactions between the initial letter 
and the word length variables be observed. 
2.3 Experiment 2. Effects of Initial Letter and Spacing Distance 
Experiment 2 was designed to replicate the results of the initial letter variable and to 
study this effect in combination with the variation of spacing distance. Instead of 
writing each word after traversing a constant spacing distance, the subject had to 
position the words at variable distances from the starting square. 
2.3.1 Method 
The same apparatus and subjects were used as in Experiment 1. Word length was fixed; 
only the stimulus words of 6 letters {mantel and panter) were presented. The initial 
letter variable was manipulated with the use of the letters m and p. The spacing distance 
between the starting square and the line on the paper was varied between 3, 6, and 
12 mm. These values corresponded to the minimum, mean, and maximum spacings 
found in a database of handwriting samples of university students. Subjects were 
instructed to write the words at the beginning of each line and with equal accuracy, 
regardless of the spacing distance. Stimulus words were presented in randomized blocks 
at a pace of 1 word per 5 s. Each combination of word and distance was replicated 12 
times, yielding a total of 72 trials. The replications of each condition were averaged and 
analyzed in a 2 χ 3 χ 12 (Initial Letter χ Spacing Distance χ Subject) ANOVA. Posi 
hoc analyses were conducted using Tukey's HSD test. 
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2.3.2 Results and Discussion 
Initial letter effects. In the latency phase, the small effect of longer latencies 
preceding the more complex letter m, as observed in Experiment 1, was not found. 
Subjects probably chose to direct their attention to the more urgent task of preparing 
to traverse the (variable) spacing distance. 
During the spacing phase, however, the previously observed effect of a prolongation 
of movement time and trajectory length was replicated. The observed movement times 
were 545 ms and 497 ms for the letters m and p, respectively, F(l,ll) = 12.79, 
ρ < .01. The corresponding values for the trajectory lengths were 2.233 and 1.964 cm, 
F(l,ll) = 12.76, ρ < .01. The results agree with our hypothesis that, in comparison 
with the letter p, the similarity in strokes of the letter m complicates the processing of 
this letter in the short-term motor buffer. 
Spacing distance effects. The preparation for the traversal of the spacing distance 
in the latency phase was reflected in mean latencies of 270 ms (for the 3- and 6-mm 
condition) and 294 ms for the 12-mm condition, F(2,11) = 4.07, ρ < .04. The finding 
that the latency for the 12-mm condition is longest accords with our hypothesis that 
there is an increased load in the preparation stage for a longer spacing, due to the 
higher force levels required. The similar latency results for the 3- and 6-mm distances 
can be explained by the fact that relatively low force levels similarly are known to be 
difficult; in this respect, the 3-mm condition can place demands on the level of the 
force parameters, whereas the 6-mm condition corresponds to an overlearned situation 
because 6 mm resembles the mean spacing found in handwriting samples. We therefore 
suggest that the latter condition, because of its greater frequency of occurrence, is 
relatively easy to program. 
In the spacing phase, similar results were found. Movement time resulted in means of 
502, 495, and 566 ms for the 3-, 6-, and 12-mm spacing distances, respectively, 
F(2,ll) = 17.08, ρ < .0001. 
In the latency phase, the interaction between the spacing distance and the initial letter 
variable was not significant, whereas in the spacing phase it was, F(2,22) = 5.58, 
ρ < .02. The interaction shows that the combined execution of the short 3-mm distance 
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Mean Movement Time (ms) 
Initial letter 
m 
Ρ 
Table 3 
as a Function of Initial Letter and Spacing distance 
Spacing distance (mm) 
3 6 
534 502 
471 488 
12 
598 
533 
and the preparation of the complex letter m resulted in a particularly long movemenl 
time (Table 3). This result favors the interpretation that the short 3-mm distance is 
relatively difficult. 
As might be expected, increasing spacing distances (induced by the experiment) resulted 
in increasing trajectory lengths (of the subjects). The mean values for the 3-, 6-, and 
12-mm situations were 1.816, 1.883, and 2.597 cm, respectively, F(2,22) = 30.93, 
ρ < .0001. Post hoc comparisons of means showed the 12-mm condition to be 
significantly different from the two other means. The interpretation of a combined 
complexity of the short distance of 3 mm and the more complex letter m was also 
supported by a significant interaction of these two variables in the trajectory length: 
Д2.11) = 6.29, ρ < .01 (Table 4). 
Table 4 
Mean Trajectory Length (cm) as a Function of Initial Letter and Spacing Distance 
Spacing distance (mm) 
3 6 12 
Initial letter 
m 1.991 1.900 2.808 
ρ 1.640 1.866 2.385 
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A notable result is the fact that an instructed spacing of 3 mm is realized with an actual 
trajectory of 18 mm, a six-fold increase. A similar value is found for the 6-mm spacing 
condition. Of course, it is impossible for a subject to realize an instructed spacing of 
3 mm with a trajectory length of exactly the same value, because the pen has to be 
lifted. As was pointed out in the Method section, the pen could be lifted to a 
considerable height (20 mm) before the recording of the tablet stopped. During the 
analyses no instances were found in which the tablet had stopped recording. Most 
subjects cross a space via one or more relatively large fast ballistic submovement(s) in 
the direction of the target (see Figure 1). In the ballistic phase, the main pen lift takes 
place. This initial movement is followed by series of discrete and smaller submove- 
ments, in order to reach the exact target location. In some instances, the subjects may 
undershoot or overshoot the target position, in which case additional corrective 
movements are required. More important in this respect, however, is our hypothesis 
that the total trajectory length actuaUy chosen reflects mental load effects in the on-line 
preparation of oncoming complex processing levels, with longer trajectories preceding 
the more complex structures.
2.4 Experiment 3. Combined Effects of Word Length, Initial Letter, and Spacing 
Distance
In each of the prior two experiments, two complexity levels were varied to study effects 
of programming in tasks without pressure for speed of execution. Compared with the 
situations that a person encounters in normal everyday handwriting, however, both 
experiments represented relatively simplified tasks. Experiment 3 was designed to 
approach an even more ecologically valid situation. The first two experiments showed 
different strategies in the preparation of the initial letter variable, depending on task 
structure. In Experiment 3, the three variables of the former experiments are combined 
to study these processes in a more complex confïguration.
2.4.1 Method
Experiment 3 was based on the same type of procedure and analysis as the preceding 
two experiments, and the same subjects participated. Word length, spacing distance, and 
initial letter were varied. The subjects wrote words of 3, 6, or 9 letters after traversing 
spacing distances of 3, 6, or 12 mm. The initial letter was once again either m or p.
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Words and spacing distances were presented according to a randomized block design 
at a pace of 1 word per 5 s. All combinations of variable levels were replicated 6 times 
in a total of 108 trials. The replications of conditions were averaged and analyzed in 
a 3 χ 2 χ 3 χ 12 (Word Length χ Initial Letter χ Spacing Distance χ Subject) ANOVA. 
The first three letters of the stimulus words were analyzed separately with respect to 
remaining sequence lengths and crossed spacing distance in a 3 χ 3 χ 12 (Sequence 
Length χ Spacing Distance χ Subject) ANOVA. Significant effects were further 
evaluated by the use of Tukey's HSD test. 
2.4.2 Results and Discussion 
Word length effects. In the latency phase, a significant effect of word length was 
found, F(2,ll) = 10.40, ρ < .001. Word lengths of 3, 6, and 9 letters resulted in 
latencies of 297, 322, and 279 ms, respectively. Post hoc testing showed that the mean 
for the 6-letter condition differed significantly from the two other means. Word length 
interacted significantly with the two other variables (initial letter and spacing distance), 
F(2,22) = 7.11, ρ < .01 and F(2,44) = 5.16, ρ < .01, respectively. Words of 
6 letters yielded especially long latencies in combination with the letter m and the 6-mm 
spacing conditions. 
In the spacing phase, small increases in mean movement time and trajectory length were 
observed preceding longer words, but these differences were not significant. 
In the writing phase, no significant effects of the remaining sequence length on the 
movement times of the individual letters were found. Trajectory lengths also showed 
no significant effects of sequence length in the first two letters of the words. The third 
letters, however, were written significantly smaller as a function of the remaining 
sequence length. In the words starting with man, Tukey's comparison of means test 
revealed that the mean trajectory of л as final letter (1.072 cm) was significantly longer 
than the trajectones of л with 3 or 6 remaining letters (1.040 and 0.998 cm, 
respectively), F(2,ll) = 8.65, ρ < .01. In the words starting with pan, all mean 
trajectories of η for remaining lengths of 0, 3, and 6 letters (1.040, 0.991, and 
0.938 cm, respectively) differed significantly from each other, f(2,11) = 9.50, 
ρ < .01. The results support the notion of a tendency toward spatial invariance, which 
is found, however, only in the third letters. 
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Mean Pen Pressure (g) 
Letter 
/η 
Ρ 
a in man 
a in pan 
л in тал 
л in рал 
Sequence 
in Letten 
length 
(number of letters) 
2 
133.3 
130.6 
1 
131.1 
123.8 
0 
154.0 
154.4 
5 
132.1 
129.2 
4 
125.7 
120.1 
3 
141.1 
140.2 
Table 5 
> as a Function of Letter 
7 
131.1 
128.2 
6 
124.2 
117.5 
5 
138.0 
135.4 
Sequence Length 
ANOVA results 
F 
1.11 
2.42 
7.50 
9.72 
11.51 
16.33 
Ρ 
> 
> 
< 
< 
< 
< 
.10 
.10 
.01 
.001 
.001 
.0001 
The pen pressure results were also largely analogous to those in Experiment 1. Pen 
pressure on the second and third letters decreased significantly with increasing sequence 
length (see Table 5), but no significant effect was found for the first letters. 
Comparison of means tests revealed that pen pressure in the conditions with the shortest 
remaining sequence length was significantly higher than in the other two conditions, 
except in the letter л of the words beginning with pan, in which all means differed 
significantly from each other. The relatively high pressure values when л was the last 
letter of a word were replicated. 
In addition to the earlier evaluation of the pen pressure results in Experiment 1, we 
would like to suggest that pen pressure also seems to be dependent on letterform, that 
is, the largely circular stroke of the a yields lower pressure values than the downward 
strokes of the m and the л, in which the (right) hand produces more weight on the pen 
point. 
Initial letter effects. The result for the initial letter variable was analogous to that 
found in Experiment 1. A small effect was observed, which fell just short of 
significance, F(l,ll) = 4.54, ρ < .06. The letters m and ρ were preceded by mean 
latencies of 309 and 290 ms, respectively. 
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In the spacing phase, mean movement time to the more complex letter m was 
significantly longer than to the letterp (529 and 504 ms, respectively), F( 1,11) = 5.09, 
ρ < .05. The result supports our hypothesis of an increased load for the letter m, 
resulting from the similarity in strokes. Although the trajectory length of the spacing 
was larger before the letter m than before p, this difference was not statistically 
significant. 
Spacing distance effects. The preparation of spacing distances of 3, 6, and 12 mm 
was shown in latencies of 282, 310, and 306 ms, respectively, but this effect did not 
reach the 5 % level of significance (p < .09). The unexpected and relatively short 
latency of the 12-mm condition may reflect a strategy of speeding up the start of the 
response and postponing the realization of the actual size parameter for the longer space 
distance during the execution of the spacing itself. 
In the spacing phase, a significant effect on movement time was registered, caused by 
the 12-mm condition, which took 554 ms compared to 497 and 498 ms for the 6- and 
3-mm conditions, F(2,ll) = 30.55, ρ < .0001. The trajectory length of the spacing 
also varied significantly with the spacing distance (1.708, 1.786, and 2.513 cm for the 
3-, 6-, and 12-mm conditions, respectively, F(2,ll) = 60.62, ρ < .0001). Post hoc 
testing confirmed that the 12-mm conditions differed significantly from the two other 
means. There were no significant interactions with the other variables. 
In summary, the results of Experiment 3 are less straightforwardly interpretable than 
those of the earlier experiments. The subjects were confronted with a relatively difficult 
task, in which they had to face three levels of complexity at the same time. Although 
the mean overall latency in this experiment increased to 299 ms (compared to 275 and 
278 ms in Experiments I and 2, respectively), this time period might have been too 
short to allow subjects to cope with all of the demands of the task. 
Subjects seem to have chosen different strategies in the last experiment than in the 
earlier two. The latency phase showed effects on programming of all of the three 
independent variables. Some advance programming was carried out for the initial letter 
of each word, although the main preparation took place during the spacing phase. In the 
latency phase, apparently the preparation of the more complex letter m enhanced the 
word length effect. The results suggest that more programming load is involved in the 
preparation of the shorter spacing distances and word lengths and that the programming 
of the longer words and distances is postponed to later parts of the response. The 
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trajectory lengths found in the spacing mirror the results of the second experiment. In 
nonrestricted tasks like these, subjects create instructed spacings of 3 and 6 mm with 
trajectory lengths of 17 or 18 mm.
2.5 Experiment 4. Word Length, Initial Letter and Spacing in Phrases
Thus far, the experiments described have involved tasks in which subjects had to write 
down a word after traversing a spacing distance. In Experiment 4, a further attempt was 
made to study effects of programming in tasks that approach the normal handwriting 
situation; in this experiment, the same variables were manipulated within short phrases. 
The combined variation of all three variables in the third experiment yielded less 
convincing results than the first two experiments had. These results may be related to 
the design of the third experiment, in which subjects had to prepare for most of the 
programming demands within a short latency phase and may have developed a strategy 
of postponing the programming of response parts until later stages. In the experiment 
to be described next, the subjects had to write short phrases of three words, in which 
the processing demands were varied in the last word of the phrase. A similar spacing 
phase as was used in the first three experiments was included before the third word. In 
addition to the spacing phase, the last two letters of the second word were analyzed. 
Also, in the writing phase of the last word, effects of the remaining sequence length 
were studied.
2.5.1 Method
The experiment had largely the same design as Experiment 3, and the same subjects 
were used. The stimulus words were now preceded by two other words, namely, een 
oude and een rode (English equivalents: an old and a red) to create small phrases like 
een oude pan, een rode mantel, for example. Word length and initial letter were varied 
with the use of the same words as in the earlier experiments. Spacing distance was 
again varied between 3, 6, and 12 mm. The thick lines on the paper on which the 
subjects were to write were divided into two separate segments. The subjects were 
instructed to write the first two words (i.e., een oude or een rode) on the first segment 
of the line and to end the second word at the end of this segment. After this, they were 
to cross the spacing distance and write the experimental word on the second segment. 
In a separate session, the subjects had been asked to write down a few phrases, so that
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the total distance they would need to write down the first two words could be estimated. 
Subsequently, the lines on the stimulus paper were adapted for each subject, so that the 
length of the first segment optimally corresponded to the space a subject would 
normally need to write the first two words. Subjects performed 18 practice trials. They 
had no difficulties in following the instructions, and, in particular, all were able after 
a few practice trials to end the second word at the end of the first segment. A total of 
108 trials were performed by each subject. Each phrase was presented through a 
headphone, at a rate of 1 phrase per 7 s. The replications of each condition were 
averaged and analyzed І п а 2 х 3 х 2 х 3 х 1 2 (Preceding Letters χ Word Length χ 
Initial Letter χ Spacing Distance χ Subject) ANOVA. The preceding letters condition 
was added as a control on effects of the first two letters (ou and ro) in the second word. 
The first three letters of the third words were analyzed in a 3 χ 3 χ 12 (Sequence 
Length χ Spacing Distance χ Subject) ANOVA. Once again, Tukey's HSD procedure 
was used as comparison of means test. 
2.5.2 Results and Discussion 
Effects in the Second Word 
To determine possible effects of programming load in the words preceding the spacing 
distance (i.e., oude or rode), the letters d and e of these words were analyzed. None 
of the experimental variables showed significant effects on the movement times for 
these letters. 
Table 6 shows the trajectory length in the letter d. Oncoming words of 3 and 6 letters 
resulted in a larger trajectory of the letter d (1.525 and 1.529 cm, respectively) 
compared to the words of 9 letters (1.515 cm), F(2,ll) = 2.80, ρ < .09. Although 
only marginally statistically significant, the outcome resembles the latency results of Ex­
periment 3, suggesting that shorter words in tasks like these are prepared more in 
advance, whereas the preparation of the longer sequence is postponed. 
In the letter e, the initial letter variable was marginally significant, with a longer 
trajectory of the letter e in combination with the more complex initial letter m of the 
next word (p < .10). The result is similar to the small effects found in the latency data 
of Experiments 1 and 3. Immediately following the letter e is the spacing distance, 
\i/hi/»h ic cír»nifíf*ont1\r r*bfl^*f<*H in th** troΐA/*tr»r\í r*f th ic 1í»fíí»r· Tïr^/»^HïrnT on ¡nf*tt»acintT 
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Table б 
Mean Trajectory Length (cm) in the Last Two Letters of the Second Word 
as a Function of Word Length, Initial Letter, and Spacing Distance 
Letter in second word 
Word length (letters) 
3 
6 
9 
Initial letter 
m 
Ρ 
Spacing distance (mm) 
3 
6 
12 
1.525 
1.529 
1.515 
1.522 
1.524 
1.521 
1.520 
1.515 
2.80 
ρ < .09 
0.12 
ρ > .10 
0.50 
ρ > .10 
1.088 
1.112 
1.124 
1.126 
1.090 
1.077 
1.106 
1.142 
2.05 
ρ > .10 
3.43 
ρ < .10 
5.19 
ρ < .02 
spacing, a longer trajectory of the letter e is found (Table 6), F(2,11) = 5.19, ρ < .02. 
Post hoc analysis showed that the difference between the 3- and 12-mm conditions was 
significant. 
Effects During the Spacing and Writing Phases 
Word length effects. Although we observed a similar trend in all four experiments, 
the effect of word length on movement time in the spacing phase was not significant. 
Longer words were preceded, however, by longer spacing trajectories (2.610, 2.714, 
and 2.738 cm for words of 3, 6, and 9 letters, respectively), F(2,11) = 3.54, ρ < .05. 
Tukey's test showed that the mean for the 3-letter condition differed significantly from 
the other means. 
In the writing phase, an indication of temporal invariance was found in the movement 
time of the letter m, which decreased significantly as a function of sequence length 
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(453, 448, and 445 ms for the 3-, 6-, and 9-letter words, F[2,ll] = 5.71, ρ < .02). 
With respect to spatial invariance, no significant effects were found. 
The pen pressure data replicated the results of the former experiments. Pen pressure 
significantly decreased with increasing sequence length. In the initial letters, this effect 
was less significant, and in the л as last letter, an increase was noted (see Table 7). 
Initial letter effects. In the spacing phase, the complexity of the initial letter m was 
expressed in a longer mean movement time (463 ms) compared with the letter ρ 
(449 ms), F(l, l l) = 4.54, ρ < .06. Although the trajectory was somewhat longer in 
the case of the letter m, this difference was nonsignificant. 
Spacing distance effects. As expected, movement time and trajectory length 
increased as spacing distance increased. The 3-, 6-, and 12-mm conditions resulted in 
movement times of 435, 445, and 489 ms, respectively, F(2,ll) = 36.40, ρ < .0001. 
Tukey's post hoc test showed that the 12-mm result differed significantly from the two 
other means. The corresponding values found for trajectories were 2.490, 2.631, and 
2.940 cm, F(2,11) = 40.38,p < .0001, which, in a post hoc comparison, all appeared 
Table 7 
Mean Pen Pressure (g) in Letters as a Function of Letter Sequence Length 
Letter 
m 
Ρ 
a in man 
a in pan 
Sequence length 
(number of letters) 
2 
135.1 
133.6 
1 
136.4 
126.2 
5 
131.4 
132.6 
4 
128.9 
124.2 
7 
131.6 
129.7 
6 
126.7 
120.0 
ANOVA results 
F 
3.42 
3.53 
11.84 
4.66 
Ρ 
< 
< 
< 
< 
.06 
.05 
.001 
.03 
0 3 5 
η in тал 163.6 144.8 142.8 14.35 < .0001 
Л in рал 160.7 145.8 141.4 12.61 < .001 
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Mean Movement Time (ms) 
Initial letter 
m 
Ρ 
Table 8 
as a Function of Initial Letter and Spacing Distance 
Spacing distance (mm) 
3 6 
437 445 
434 444 
12 
508 
470 
to be significantly different from each other. Table 8 shows a significant interaction 
between the variables initial letter and spacing distance, f (2,22) = 5.10, ρ < .02. The 
execution of the 12-mm spacing, combined with the preparation of the letter m, yields 
a relatively long mean movement time. 
This finding supports the interpretation given in Experiment 3, in which it was 
suggested that processing loads of the longest distance could also occur during the on­
line execution of the spacing itself. In comparison with Experiment 3, the long 
preceding response sequence of two words offers the subjects more time to prepare the 
oncoming spacing. The trajectory results in the letter e, accordingly, show a pattern 
similar to that of the latency data in Experiment 2. 
In summary, as in the former experiments, it can be observed that the mental load in 
preparing more complex structures is expressed in longer movement times and distances 
preceding the actual realization of those structures. In the letter d of the second word, 
there are no marked significant effects. The mean values found are strikingly similar. 
In the last letter e of the second word, the first complexity level to be encountered (i.e., 
spacing distance) shows itself in a significant prolongation of the trajectory of the letter 
e before the longer distances. The differences in the other variables, at the same time, 
become more pronounced. In the spacing distance and writing phases, identical trends 
as were found in the earlier experiments can be observed, although not all effects were 
statistically significant. 
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2.6 General Discussion 
The aim of the present series of experiments was to trace systematically the demands 
of word length, initial letter, and spacing distance upon latencies, movement times, and 
trajectory lengths in quasi-natural handwriting tasks. In the writing phase, movement 
time and trajectory length were used to study whether subjects displayed strategies of 
temporal or spatial invariance as a function of sequence length, and pen pressure was 
included to study how writing velocity was expressed in force levels. 
In the first and second experiments, a combination of two task variables was studied. 
The third and fourth experiments approached a more natural writing condition in that 
all three demand variables were manipulated in combination. The general picture that 
emerged from a comparative evaluation of all four experiments is that within each of 
the demand domains, specific effects of load variations could be demonstrated. 
The increment of word length from 3 to 6 or 9 letters significantly increased the time 
taken to cross the spacing preceding the experimental words in Experiment 1, and in 
Experiments 3 and 4, a nonsignificant but similar trend was observed. Together with 
these movement time effects during the spacing phase, a similar pattern of results was 
found with respect to trajectory length, but now significance was reached in 
Experiment 4. In all the experiments in which word length was varied as an 
experimental variable, subjects moved the pen through a wider trajectory before writing 
the first downstroke of a longer experimental word. The findings are in agreement with 
the handwriting model of Van Galen (1990). It is assumed that during the phase 
immediately preceding a word, the effect is mediated through a phonological processor 
that places a copy of the word in verbal short-term memory. Increasing the number of 
letters leads to an increase in processing demands during the execution phase of the task 
that is positioned just before the start of the initial letter. 
Once the writing process has begun, that is, during the production of the successive 
letters of the experimental words, the subjects may display tendencies toward temporal 
or spatial invariance. From a comparison of the data for sequence length effects in 
Experiments 1, 3, and 4, it may be seen that effects on movement time are less 
frequently found than effects on movement trajectory. The results indicate that subjects 
tend to keep longer response sequences invariant by reducing the trajectory of some of 
the elements of these sequences. The tendency to keep spatial characteristics more 
invariant than their temporal counterparts has also been shown in other studies of 
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handwriting (Teulings, Thomassen, & Van Galen, 1986; Schomaker, Thomassen, & 
Teulings, 1989). 
Very consistent results are found in the pen pressure data. In all of the experiments, the 
writing of longer sequences yielded lower pen pressures. Although this effect can be 
rather small or nonsignificant in the initial letter of a word, it is consistently observed 
in the two subsequent letters. We suggest that the required movement velocity, which 
is lower in the shorter sequences, is accompanied by a corresponding pressure on the 
pen. In the last letter of a word, the role of a suggested braking function becomes more 
important, which results in a substantial increase in pen pressure. 
Positive evidence of a temporal accommodation or "speeding up" strategy for longer 
sequences can be observed during the latency phase. In the first experiment, a very 
pronounced decrease in latency is present with increasing word length. Apparently, the 
subject is able to evaluate the demands of the oncoming writing task immediately after 
the presentation of the stimulus word. We interpret this result in terms of allocation of 
effort. In the more complex Experiment 3, the decrease in latency is complicated by the 
relatively long value for 6-letter words. Although in Experiment 4 no latencies were 
measured, it could be argued that the final letters of the word that precedes the 
experimental word form the spatiotemporal counterpart of the latency phase of 
Experiments 1 and 3. It appeared that the trajectory data of the letter d showed a small 
trend similar to that found in the third experiment. 
With initial letter complexity, a demand variable was introduced that related to the more 
specifically motor aspects of the task. In all experiments, a consistent increase in 
preparation time is found during the traversal of the spacing distance while approaching 
an oncoming m. The level of significance declines as the experimental task grows in 
complexity, but the data continue to display the same patterns. It was hypothesized that 
the similar strokes of the letter m create difficulties on the level of the short-term motor 
buffer after selection of the specific allograph. This effect should, according to the 
handwriting model, occur close to the actual realization of the specific letterform, and 
this is found, in fact, in the form of a consistent and significant prolongation of 
movement time (and trajectory length in the first two experiments) in the spacing phase 
preceding the m. Smaller effects of preparation are reflected in the latencies of 
Experiments 1 and 3 and the trajectory length of the letter e in Experiment 4. At first 
sight, the results of the present study seem to be at odds with the outcomes of an 
experiment by Van Galen (1990), in which an effect of stroke repetition (letter m vs. 
letter n) on either latency, spacing, or preceding letters was not found. In this latter 
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experiment, however, long nonwords of 9 letters were used in which the letter m 
appeared in the third, sixth, or ninth letter position instead of in the first position. Not 
surprisingly, in view of the more complex experimental situation, load effects of stroke 
repetition emerged within the first three strokes of the complex m and not in the trace 
preceding this letter. The relative difficulty of holding repeating sequences versus 
discrete sequences in short-term memory was also shown in a study by Klapp and 
colleagues (1979). In both a simple and a choice RT task, longer RTs were found 
before the pronunciation of repeating digits. This supports an interpretation based on 
short-term motor memory.
Spacing distance was the third demand category varied in Experiments 2 through 4 of 
the present study. We hypothesized that the increased force level needed to realize 
longer widths would be more difficult. It appeared that the longest and the shortest 
distances took more time or induced a longer movement trajectory. As an explanation, 
we suggested that the shorter distance of 3 mm caused an extra processing load for the 
motor system, which led to an increase in the values of the dependent variables. This 
view is supported by the fïnding of significant interactions between spacing distance and 
initial letter in Experiment 2. Closer examination of this interaction revealed an extra 
increase in movement time and trajectory length for the shorter distance. Also, the 
intermediate 6-mm condition is simply easier than the other two spacings because, for 
most subjects, the 6-mm condition represents the modal value for natural handwriting. 
The 6-mm condition, therefore, might represent a highly familiar and overleamed task. 
Further signs of a processing load related to the spacing distance variable could be 
detected in the latency phase data of Experiment 2 and the letter e of Experiment 4. 
Here it is again the 12-mm condition that induces significantly longer values; in 
Experiment 2, the 3- and 6-mm conditions do not differ. We suggest that the same 
altemative explanations that were discussed with regard to the movement data of the 
spacing phase itself may have relevance for the latency phase; namely, when the 
situation is rather simple, subjects prepare a forthcoming space during the latency 
preceding the spacing phase. The longer distance is more difficult than the two shorter 
ones. The absence of a difference between the latter two may be attributed to the 
relative difficulty of the shortest distance or the relative easiness of the 6-mm condition.
When we try to evaluate the experiments reported here, we should keep in mind that 
complex tasks evidently place complex demands on the analytical power of our 
theoretical frames of reference. Still, we think it is justified to claim that the time 
course of load effects, of different extents and domains, has been repeatedly traced with
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the approach outlined above. Furthermore, across experiments, changing strategies that 
subjects used in an attempt to cope with the various configurations of task demands, 
could be observed. 
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Chapter 3 
Allographic variability 
Allographic Variability in Adult Handwriting ' 
R. E. van der Plaats 
G. P. van Galen 
Abstract. It is typical for handwriting, as contrasted with typewriting, that besides the 
well-known distinction between upper- and lower-case letters, allographic variation 
in lower-case letterforms can be observed. Several handwriting models suggest that 
allograph selection reflects a separate stage of programming in the production of 
handwriting. Twelve writers who frequently used well-defined distinct allographs for 
particular graphemes participated in the present experiment. Within-word letter 
position (as suggested by Wing, 1979) and preceding allographic context (Ellis, 1982) 
were manipulated to study their effects on the allograph selection process. Nine 
subjects showed allographic variation of at least one grapheme as a function of 
letter position, whereas only four subjects showed such an effect as a result of the 
preceding context. 
3.1 Introduction 
In the study of handwriting, it is obvious that the concept of a letter is of central 
importance. The letter concept in the usual sense, however, is not specific enough to 
describe the wide range of letter variations that occur in normal handwriting. Not only 
is there a distinction between upper- and lower-case letters; within each case, constant 
and substantial variations in form (e.g., cursive versus manuscript style) and minor 
fluctuations in the final realization of a letter can be observed. Therefore, Ellis (1979) 
adopted a three-level system from linguistics to assign these variations to separate stages 
in the handwriting process. His approach has proved to be fruitful for both cognitive-
neuropsychological and experimental studies of handwriting, inasmuch as the proposed 
classification seems to hold a close correspondence to psychological processes involved 
in writing. Various handwriting models (Ellis, 1982, 1985, 1988; Ellis & Young, 1988; 
Margolin, 1984; Van Galen, Meulenbroek, & Hylkema, 1986; Caramazza, Miceli, & 
Published in Human Movement Science (1991), 10, 291 - 300. 
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Villa, 1986; Caramazza, Miceli, Villa, & Romani, 1987; Van Galen, 1990) have 
incorporated the classification in one or more modules or levels of representation.
The first level in Ellis’ description of the handwriting process is the graphemic level. 
When writing a word, one has to know the identity and the order of the component 
letters. Spelling processes are thought to specify this orthographic structure in terms of 
graphemes. A grapheme is the abstract representation of a letter and a word is spelled 
as a string of graphemes. The English alphabet comprises only 26 graphemes.
The next level in the model is the translation of the abstract graphemes into physical 
handwriting movements; this is called the allographic level. Decisions about 
letterforms, such as upper-case or lower-case, printed or cursive letters are hypothesi- 
zed to be made at this level. Since most writers master several handwriting styles, there 
is a one-to-many correspondence of the grapheme to the associated allographs. The 
activation of an allographic unit is in fact an activation of a representation of a specific 
letter shape, which is thought to consist of a sort of spatial code (Ellis, 1982, 1988).
The final level in the process of handwriting according to Ellis is the graphic level, 
which represents the concrete realization of the chosen letterform on paper. Graphs can 
also show minor variations, because the writing of a particular letterform on different 
occasions can hardly result in perfect copies.
In spite of these minor graphic variations, it can be observed that once a specific 
allograph has been chosen, the intended form is relatively invariant, irrespective of the 
limb or the instrument with which it was written (Merton, 1972). Due to the fairly 
constant nature of these intended letterforms in adult handwriting, it is reasonable to 
think of them as represented in (motor) memory as motor programs. This is what Van 
Galen et al. (1986) have suggested in a three-stage model of the handwriting process. 
The allographic selection process is thought to correspond to the stage of motor pro- 
gramming, in which a set of spatially defined goal trajectories is activated. In a 
subsequent parameterization stage, force parameters are specified to establish the proper 
size and speed of the letters to be written. The ultimate trajectory of the letter is 
realized in a muscle initiation stage in which the anatomical and biophysical context is 
taken into account.
The actual selection of allographs may be influenced by several factors. Wing (1979) 
suggested that choice of letterform might vary as a function of the allograph’s position
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within the word, with different allographs often being chosen at the beginnings and ends 
of words. The preceding allographic context has been suggested as another variable that 
affects the choice of a specific letterform (Ellis, 1982). Wing, Nimmo-Smith, and 
Eldridge (1983) studied allographic choice and found that the probability of the same 
form of a letter being used over repeated samples of writing was higher in medial and 
final word positions than in initial position. In the present study, an experiment will be 
presented in which effects of letter position and preceding letter context on allographic 
choice are studied in writers who show a high occurrence of different lower-case 
allographs for a single grapheme. 
3.2 The use of lower-case allographic variants as a function of letter position and 
preceding allographic context 
Although the observation has been made that allographic selection can be influenced by 
letter position and preceding allographic context, it is not known whether letter position 
and context effects are related to individual and consistent strategies, or whether such 
effects represent merely a statistical bias in group data. The present experiment 
addresses this question through the identification of specific allographic variants as a 
function of these variables, in a group of adult writers with a frequent occurrence of 
well-defined and distinct allographs for each of the graphemes < r > , < s > , and 
< t > 2 . 
3.2.1 Method 
Subjects. Samples of handwriting were obtained from a group of university students. 
Twelve right-handed subjects (6 female, 6 male), aged 20 to 32 years, showing a 
frequent usage of at least two distinct lower-case allographs for the graphemes < r > , 
< s > , and < t > and only one lower-case allograph for the graphemes < a > and 
< o > , were invited to participate in the experiment. 
In the selected group of subjects three different allographs of the < r > grapheme 
occurred (see Figure 1). Each subject, however, used only two of these different 
allographs. The first variant can be described as an upper-case "R" on a lower-case 
Graphemes will be denoted between < > and allographs between [ ]. 
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scale. The two other allographs of the < r > grapheme are identified by their respective 
flag (first or last stroke), which is directed either to the left or to the right ([r]). For the 
< s > grapheme, two allographic variants were discriminated, the first of which ([s]) 
again could be described as the lower-case equivalent of the upper-case "S" form. The 
other "s" variant started with a stroke that immediately passed into a curved downward 
stroke. The criterion for the classification of the two allographs of the < t > grapheme 
was whether or not the pen was lifted after the downstroke to write the cross-line. The 
subjects that were selected all used these distinct "prototypical" letterforms. One should 
note that studies with other subjects may require a totally different set of criteria for 
distinguishing allographs. 
Apparatus and task. Table 1 shows the (Dutch) words used in the experiment. Each 
word consisted of five letters, with the graphemes < r > , < s > , a n d < t > distributed 
over the first, medial, and final letter position. In the medial and final positions, these 
letters were preceded by the < a > and < o > graphemes. 
The words were presented to the subjects through headphones in five random blocks at 
a rate of one word per five seconds. They were instructed to write each word with 
normal speed and accuracy, using lower-case letters, on horizontal writing lines 
oriented in two vertical columns with an interline space of 10 mm. The writing paper 
with these lines was taped to a computer-controlled digitizer (Vector General Data 
Tablet DT 1), which sampled the handwriting movements at a frequency of 100 Hz. 
The handwriting samples were used to verify the actual stroke sequence a subject 
employed in the realization of the allographs. After completion of the experiment, the 
allographic variants of the < r > , <s>,and < t > graphemes were classified according 
to the above-mentioned categories, and the observed frequencies of each subject were 
analyzed using a two-tailed chi-square test. If necessary, a Yates' correction for 
continuity was applied on the 2 χ 2 (Preceding Allographic Context) results. Significant 
Table 1 
Stimulus words used to study allographic choice as a function of 
within-word letter position and preceding allographic context. 
humor bazar vloot plaat kroos blaas 
horde marge boter kater bosje jasje 
roker raket toren tabel sokje saldo 
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results of the chi-square test calculated on the 3 χ 2 (Letter Position) table were further 
inalyzed through the partitioning of this table into two 2 x 2 component tables. 
3.2.2 Results and Discussion 
Effects of letter position. A significant effect of allographic choice as a function 
Df letter position was found in 9 of the 12 subjects. Figure 1 shows the results of these 
subjects. For each within-word position, the allograph that was principally used is 
reported. One should note that although a significant effect appeared with the majority 
Df the subjects, for most of these nine subjects the allographic variation was found for 
эпіу one of the three graphemes studied. In five subjects the < t > grapheme showed 
г systematic tendency to vary with letter position, five subjects used different allographs 
for the < r > grapheme, and one subject showed this dependency with the < s > 
grapheme. This subject was the only person who showed a fairly consistent effect of 
letter position in all three of the graphemes. 
In the experiments of Wing et al. (1983), with a much more heterogeneous group of 
writers, it was concluded that most allographic variation occurred in the initial letter of 
Letter Position 
Subject 
1 
2 
3 
4 
7 
9 
10 
11 
12 
Grapheme 
< r > 
< s > 
< t > 
< t > 
< t > 
< t > 
<r> 
< t > 
< r > 
< r > 
< r > 
1 
1 
s 
τ 
t 
r 
r 
τ 
1 
г 
г 
3 
11r 
О 
τ 
τ 
t 
t 
1 
r 
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Figure 1. Subjects showing significant variability in allographic choice as a function of within-
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a word. In the present study, with a group consisting solely of inconsistent writers, in 
the medial (third) letter position, frequently (but not in all cases) the same letterform 
was chosen as in the first (and sometimes fifth) position, indicating that variation within 
position between subjects was largest in the medial (third) letter and the probability to 
find two different letterforms within a single word is largest with the initial and final 
letter positions. Especially with the < t > grapheme, subjects preferred the same 
allograph for positions 1 and 3, whereas a different allograph was chosen for position 5. 
In contrast with this, Subject 1 mainly used identical allographs for < s > in positions 3 
and 5, with a different letterform in position 1. This does not mean, however, that all 
subjects associated the same allograph with the same letter position. In comparison with 
Subjects 1, 2, 4, and 9, Subject 3 showed a different preference for a particular 
allograph of the < t > grapheme as a function of position. With the < r > grapheme a 
similar observation can be made: Subjects 1, 7, and 10 chose another form for the first 
letter position than did Subjects 11 and 12. In four of the five subjects that showed an 
allographic variation for < r > , no explicit preference for a particular allograph of 
< r > was found for the medial (third) letter position: In approximately equal 
proportions, they wrote both variants in this position. A similar result was found for 
the final letter position with Subjects 10 and 12. 
The results agree with the hypothesis (Wing, 1979; Wing, et al., 1983; Ellis, 1982) that 
the position of a grapheme in a word is one of the factors influencing allograph 
selection. But, at the same time the present findings suggest that many other variables 
may influence this process. 
Effects of preceding allographic context. Following a suggestion made by Ellis 
(1982), the preceding allographic context may be one of the other candidates influencing 
the selection of allographs. The choice of a particular letterform can facilitate or 
interfere with the stroke connection to the next letter. For this reason, subjects may 
choose a specific letterform to circumvent stroke connection problems. In the present 
experiment the < a > and < o > graphemes, which end in a lower and upper endstroke 
respectively, were used to study this effect. In the experimental words, < a > and 
< o > preceded the < r > , < s > , and < t > graphemes in the medial and final 
positions. 
Only 4 of the 12 subjects showed a significant effect of allographic choice as a function 
of the preceding allographic context. Figure 2 gives a more detailed account of the 
MihierK dinwinp a systematic cnrresrinnHpncp Τη the record* nf these subjects the unrjer 
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Figure 2. Subjects showing significant variability in allographic choice as a function of 
preceding allographic context. 
endstroke of the grapheme < o > is usually followed by a script allograph [r] or [s]. 
Both of these letter forms start with a beginning stroke that has a relatively high 
orientation above the bottom line. The grapheme < a > , which ends closer to the 
bottom line, is usually succeeded by the cursive variant of these letters, which can 
easily be connected with a large upstroke from the bottom line. 
No effects were found for the allographic variants of the < t > grapheme, probably 
because the beginning stroke of the two variants starts at approximately the same 
position. The results with < r > and < s > also support the suggestion of Wing et al. 
(1983) that in some writers an allograph is chosen which facilitates the joining with an 
already-specified, preceding allograph. The majority of subjects, however, do not seem 
to follow this strategy in a consistent manner. 
3.3 Discussion 
A typical problem in the study of allographic choice is the somewhat vague distinction 
between allograph and graph. Both allographic and graphic variations will contribute 
to the variability observed in the ultimate letterforms. Within each lettercase, some 
writers show gradual variations in letterform, especially in the articulation of letter 
strokes. We would like to argue that these are variations at the graphic level, resulting 
in part from effects in the parameterization or muscle initiation stages. If a subject is 
poorly concentrated (or getting tired) during the execution of these stages, letter strokes 
will show small graphic variations in size and curvature, which seem to vary around 
an intended prototypical allographic letterform. But graphic variations may also result 
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from external influences. The use of less familiar writing instruments (e.g., chalk or 
one's toe) or writing materials (e.g., a blackboard or sand) will lead to graphic changes 
in the written letters although one still intends to write the same forms. Unexpected 
variation in the resistance of these materials during writing may also cause graphic 
variability. 
On other occasions, however, writers switch between distinct letterforms, which usually 
originate from educational practice and have a different stroke order or overall size of 
the letter (lettercase). When such letterforms are used in a consistent fashion and have 
become automated, we think of them as distinct allographs that correspond to separate 
motor programs represented in motor memory. 
In the study of Wing et al. (1983), a very elaborate classification scheme was used to 
assess differences in letterform. Many of the differences scored, however, might have 
been more graphic than allographic in nature. In the present experiment a different 
approach was adopted: Only those subjects were selected for the experiment who 
showed distinct switches in choice between specific lower-case allographs of a 
grapheme. In addition to the Wing et al. study, the present study showed that within-
word position and preceding allographic context are both factors that influence the 
allographic selection process in some subjects for some graphemes, but that they may 
fail to be effective in other subjects and for other graphemes. The observed correspon-
dence between allographic choice and letter position can be attributed to many different 
causes. By definition, the initial and final letter of a word will not be preceded or 
followed by another letter. Variation in letter position is thus at the same time variation 
in context or embeddedness. In accordance with our other hypothesis, the influence of 
a preceding letter is expected to be greater than that of a subsequent letter. Since the 
information value of words is concentrated in the initial letters, subjects may prefer to 
use the most perceptually distinct letterforms at these positions. Because of the linguistic 
nature of handwriting, many other factors may play a role in this selection process. 
Spelling rules, for example, will dictate the choice of an upper-case letter for the first 
word of a sentence or for a proper noun. Moreover, as a result of individual practice, 
allographic selection preferences of a more idiosyncratic nature may be introduced, in 
which personal choice overrules the original school-based selections. 
Studies of allographic choice have methodological implications for graphonomic studies 
of handwriting. Subjects can be expected to use different allographs in their handwri-
ting, although the frequency of occurrence can vary. One is inclined to think that the 
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choice between alternative motor programs from memory will place increased mental 
load on processing resources. The present results, however, indicate that some subjects 
consistently follow "rules" which determine, for specific graphemes, which form should 
be chosen. In this sense, the final up- or downward stroke of a preceding letter might 
automatically lead to the selection of a specific letterform. Additional evidence for such 
a rule-governed processing of allographs, which may decrease processing demands at 
this level, was found in one of our more recent studies (Van der Plaats, Van Galen & 
Thomassen, submitted; see Chapter 4). At the same time, this allographic variation and 
association of letters helps in the solution of stroke connection problems. Therefore, 
allographic variation may yield unexpected results in handwriting studies in which 
processing time is used as the dependent measure. The choice between alternative 
letterforms not necessarily has to be reflected in increased processing times. 
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Allographic Choice and Parameterization 
Allographic Choice and Parameterization Processes in Handwriting: 
Evidence for Rule-Governed Processing ' 
R. E. van der Plaats 
G. P. van Galen 
A.J.W.M. Thomassen 
Abstract. The present experiment studied the selection of specific letter shapes in a 
handwriting task. Thirteen righthanded subjects wrote acoustically presented letter 
combinations. The writing movements were digitally recorded. Letter pattern, case, 
and size were varied to study their relative contribution to allographic selection and 
parameterization processes. To this end changes in latency, movement time, trajectory 
length, and pen pressure were measured. Writing a pair of identical letters with a 
change in size shows load effects which are interpreted as resulting from parameteri-
zation processes. The anticipation of the increased force needed to produce larger 
letters is reflected in longer trajectories of an instructed standard space preceding 
these letters. Infrequent and incompatible combinations cause an increase in latency 
and movement time of response segments preceding the actual writing movements. 
The results suggest that, apart from effects of pattern selection and size adaptation, 
processing at relatively peripheral levels is influenced by orthographic and scaling 
rules acquired during many years of practice. 
4.1 Introduction 
During the past decade, several models of handwriting have been proposed on the basis 
of either human-performance studies of motor behavior (Van Galen, 1990, 1991; 
Schomaker, Thomassen, & Teulings, 1989); studies of neuropsychological dysfunction 
(Margolin, 1984; Roeltgen & Heil man, 1985; Caramazza, Miceli & Villa, 1986; 
Caramazza, Miceli, Villa & Romani, 1987); or the analysis of writing errors (Ellis, 
1982, 1985, 1988; Ellis & Young, 1988). The models have in common the assumption 
of processing levels that are concerned with the progressively developing specification 
over time of the sequence to be written. Starting from a syntactic and lexical 
Submitted. 
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representation, spelling processes are thought to result in a description of the 
orthographic word structure. The orthographic representation consists of a set of 
component graphemes, which are temporarily held in a graphemic (orthographic) 
buffer. Since a grapheme represents one of the 26 abstract letters of the alphabet, a 
further specification is needed. Therefore, at a more peripheral level, several models 
include an allographic processor in which each abstract grapheme is translated into one 
of the multiple letterform variants (allographs). The actual structure of the one-to-many 
correspondence of a grapheme to fellow allographs varies with the particular repertoire 
of letterforms an individual possesses.
The existence of a distinct allographic processing level has been made plausible by Ellis 
(1979, 1982, 1985) in his studies of slips of the pen. Writing errors at the letter level 
such as masking, haplographies and confusions of upper- and lower-case forms are 
viewed as reflections of slips in allographic processing. Although the omission of 
individual letters can be caused by other factors as well, the consistent occurrence of 
these errors in letters with the same form is taken as an indication of the involvement 
of the allographic level.
Another line of evidence suggesting the existence of an allographic stage are 
neuropsychological case studies of pure peripheral dysgraphics, which show intact 
spelling and written letter formation, but errors in (sequences of) letterforms (Rosati & 
de Bastiani, 1979; Goodman & Caramazza, 1986; Black, Behrmann, Bass, & Hacker, 
1989). Also studies of Patterson and Wing (1989) and De Bastiani and Barry (1989) 
describe patients with an upper/lower-case dissociation. The combined results of both 
studies suggest a double dissociation, indicating the existence of separate representations 
for upper- and lower-case letterforms within the allographic level.
In the majority of the models, it is assumed that, in the choice of the appropriate 
letterform, decisions have to be made about case (upper or lower) and type (print or 
script). The resulting allograph is defined as the spatial representation of the intended 
letterform. From a psychomotor point of view, however, we would like to propose a 
slightly different and more detailed account of this processing level. Van Galen has 
posited that allographic choice entails the selection of an abstract motor program from 
long-term memory (Van Galen, 1990). In his model additional parameterization and 
muscle-initiation stages complete the motor specification. With respect to the allographic 
processing level we would like to add that the input from the abstract graphemic level 
results in an allographic specification of letter pattem(s). This pattem corresponds to
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a motor program and is still of an abstract nature with respect to size and muscle 
initiation. To clarify this, let us consider writing the letters ρ and d in upper- and 
lower-case (P, p; D, d). Both letters have a single abstract graphemic representation, 
denoted here as < p > and < d > 2. No specification of pattern or size is available at 
this level. In the present example, the graphemic representation of < p > corresponds 
to only one allographic letter pattern, whereas the grapheme < d > corresponds to two 
different allographic patterns, one for its lower and one for its upper-case instantiation. 
At the allographic level, however, no specification is assumed to have been made 
concerning performance variables such as slant or size of these allographs. Whatever 
allographic pattern is chosen, at this level, the writer is still able to perform it in a 
small or large size. In a subsequent parameterization stage, parameters regarding 
orientation and size are inserted into the motor program and, through activation of the 
appropriate muscle sets, this results in the intended writing movements and letter 
shapes. 
Ellis (1982, 1985) used the term graph to refer to the concrete realization of the letter 
on paper. Apart from the discrete topological differences in letter pattern found between 
different allographs, the final graphic realizations of the same allograph may also show 
minor variations. Van der Plaats and Van Galen (1991) have suggested that these may 
be caused in part by fluctuations at the parameterization and muscle initiation levels. 
For our study it is of interest to note that there may be an interaction between the 
choice of a letter pattern at the allographic stage and the subsequent size parameterizati­
on process. The selection of the pattern [D] (which is the upper-case allograph of 
< d > ) is associated with a relatively large letter size, whereas the selection of the 
pattern < p > leaves more degrees of freedom for subsequent size parameterization (it 
may correspond to either the lower-case allograph [p] or a larger upper-case allograph 
[P] of the same grapheme < p > ) . 
The present study will address the issues of the selection of upper- or lower-case letters 
in allographic choice and the subsequent size parameterization processes. For most 
people, handwriting is a highly practised and automatized skill. Allographs are mostly 
retrieved in well-defined combinations and circumstances. We assume that the consistent 
retrieval of these instances will result in knowledge structures that can take the form of 
rules which subsequently govern the processing at these levels, making some variants 
more probable and available for retrieval than others. Writing upper-case letters large, 
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for example, will be more in agreement with everyday practice than writing them small. 
The opposite correspondence can be expected for lower-case letters. It is assumed that 
if at the allographic level an upper-case pattern is chosen, it will be more compatible, 
or natural, in a handwriting context to select a relatively large size at the parameterizati­
on level. We hypothesize that if a subject is forced to break this rule, this will result 
in higher processing loads at these levels. 
Moreover, in combinations of letters, the selection of upper-or lower-case forms will 
be influenced by the conventions (or rules) which dominate the writers' practice in 
selecting combinations of letter cases in different contexts. The high frequency of 
occurrence of upper-case letters followed by lower-case ones (e.g., in the initial vs. 
later letters of a name or at the beginning of a sentence) will favor the production of 
an upper-case/lower-case combination over the opposite sequence, which in normal 
orthography is extremely rare (e.g., "dB" for decibel). 
In the experiment to be presented, these effects are studied by means of combinations 
of the letters < e > and < о > . On the basis of our earlier work (Van der Plaats & Van 
Galen, 1990; Van Galen & Van der Plaats, 1984), we assume that in such a 
handwriting task subjects program response parts in advance of their real-time 
realization. We therefore expect that the hypothesized greater processing load of the 
more incompatible or complex conditions will affect the response segments preceding 
the actual writing of the letters. In the experiment to be reported, these segments 
consisted of a latency phase and a spacing movement preceding the written letters. Of 
the spacing movement, movement time and trajectory length are studied. An increase 
in one of these dependent measures as a function of the manipulation of an experimental 
variable is interpreted as a reflection of a greater processing load in the preparation of 
the written response. The same parameters are analyzed in the part of the response 
following the spacing, i.e., the segment in which the instructed letters are actually 
written. 
Subjects were selected according to the criterion that they wrote the upper- and 
lower-case letter < e > with "topologically" different patterns ([e] and [E]) but both 
cases of the letter < o > with identical patterns ([o] and [O]). It is expected that the 
allographic variation in pattern of the grapheme < e > will make its allographs more 
difficult to prepare, since such preparation implies the choice between two different 
motor programs, whereas only a single pattern has to be retrieved for both cases of the 
letter < o > . 
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With respect to size, it is known that a change in letter size is generally produced - at 
least in part - by a change in applied force (Hollerbach, 1981; Margolin & Wing, 1983; 
Thomassen & Teulings, 1985). Writing a pair of identical allographs with a variation 
in size is, as a consequence of the extra load at the force-parameterization level, 
expected to be more complex than writing a pair of these allographs in the same size.
4.2  Method
Subjects. A questionnaire and samples of lecture notes were used to select subjects 
with respect to their right-handedness and consistent use of the two experimental letters 
< e >  and < o > .  Only those subjects were selected who wrote the upper- and 
lower-case of the letter < e >  with two distinct pattems (e.g. [E] and [e]) and the 
corresponding cases of the letter < o > with one single pattem ([o] and [O]). Altogether 
thirteen right-handed student volunteers (7 female, 6 male), aged between 20 and 
28 years, participated in the experiment as paid subjects.
Apparatus and task. The subjects had to write pairs of either upper- or lower-case 
letters < e >  or < o >  in four possible combinations of letter size. On the response 
sheet, two dotted top lines at a distance of 3 and 6 mm parallel to a solid base line 
indicated the required letter sizes to the subjects. The lower dotted line, at a distance 
of 3 mm, was denoted as line 1 and the upper dotted line, at 6 mm distance, was 
identifïed as line 2 (see Figure 1). This numerical code was used to instruct the subjects 
to write with a small or large letter size between the solid base line and the lower or 
upper dotted top line, respectively.
Line 2
Line 1
Size combination: 12
Figure 1. Lines indicating the required letter size.
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letter о 
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e e 
E E 
0 0 
0 0 
Size Combination 
22 21 
ее 
ЕЕ 
0 0 
0 0 
е 
ЕЕ 
Оо 
Оо 
12 
е
е 
E E 
оО 
оО 
lover сазе 
upper сазе 
lover case 
upper case 
Figure 2. Experimental conditions. 
The stimuli consisted of three pieces of information, specifying the case, the identity, 
and the required size combination of the letters. For instance, the instruction 
"upper-case, letter o, 12" signified the subject to write a pair of upper-case < o > ' s 
with the first letter small and the second letter large. Figure 2 shows all combinations 
of task conditions used in the experiment. Each stimulus consisted of a single grapheme 
and case specification that had to be written in one of the four possible size combinati­
ons. 
The three pieces of stimulus information were spoken into a microphone and digitized 
by means of a sound sampler. Sequences of the different combinations were constructed 
from these digitized samples and put on tape. In addition, a computer program 
generated a tone of 1000 Hz after each stimulus sequence. During the experiment this 
tone functioned as the "go" signal for the subject and at the same time it triggered 
handwriting registration on a PDP 11/45 computer. The interval between the stimulus 
and the "go" signal was randomly varied around a mean of 200 ms with a range of 
40 ms (minimum 180 ms; maximum 220 ms). 
Subjects wrote on a computer-controlled digitizer (Calcomp 924B) with a special 
ballpoint pen that had a barrel thickness of 8 mm. The handwriting movements were 
sampled at a frequency of 100 Hz. The spatial resolution of the tablet was 0.025 
mm/bit. This resulted in an estimated spatial and temporal accuracy of 0.2 mm and 
1 ms, respectively. The pressure on the pen tip was recorded by a built-in pressure 
sensor (Kyowa LM-500G) with a dynamic range of 0 to 1023 grams (g). The 
pen-pressure signal was A/D converted (10 bits) and synchronously combined with the 
tablet data. The response sheet was taped onto the tablet and consisted of 32 combinati­
ons of continuous and dotted lines in two columns. At a distance of 7.5 mm to the left 
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of each line combination and at a height of 4.5 mm from the solid baseline, a 2 χ 2 mm 
square was plotted which served as starting box. 
The subject was seated on an adjustable chair and received instructions through a 
headphone. At the beginning of every trial the subject held the penpoint in the starting 
box on the response sheet while the stimulus was presented through the headphone. 
After hearing the "go" signal the subject lifted the pen from the box, crossed the 
7.5 mm spacing and wrote down the requested two-letter combination at the beginning 
of the continuous line. There was no emphasis on speed of execution. After the 
completion of the written letter pair the subject held the pen in the next starting box for 
the following stimulus to be presented. After each set of 32 trials a new sheet was taped 
onto the tablet. The stimuli were presented in randomized blocks, at a pace of 
1 stimulus sequence per 5 seconds. The experimental session contained 160 trials 
(10 replications of 16 conditions). It was preceded by 32 practice trials, consisting of 
the same type of stimuli. 
Data Processing. The samples of handwriting data were low-pass filtered with a 
cut-off frequency of 20 Hz and differentiated. Three segments of the response were 
studied. The latency phase was denoted as the time period between the "go" signal and 
the pen lift from the starting box. The second segment of the response was the spacing 
phase, which started as soon as the pen was lifted and which included the time to cross 
the spacing distance until the beginning of the first stroke of the first letter to be 
written. Finally, the third response segment was composed of the actually written trace 
of both letters. Movement time and trajectory length were used as dependent measures 
in the second and third segments. For the latter segment pen pressure was also included 
in the analysis. Absolute-velocity and pen-pressure curves were used in the segmentati­
on procedures and in the further analysis of the response. The 10 replications of each 
condition were averaged and analyzed in a 2 (Letter Identity) χ 2 (Letter Case) χ 4 
(Letter Size Combination) χ 13 (Subject) ANOVA. In addition, both letters were 
analyzed separately in a 2 (Letter Identity) χ 2 (Letter Case) χ 4 (Letter Size 
Combination) χ 2 (Letter Position) χ 13 (Subject) ANOVA. 
4.3 Results and Discussion 
Letter Identity. In the latency data, no significant main effect was found for the 
letter-identity variable. There was, however, a significant interaction with the 
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size-combination variable; this interaction will be discussed below. In the spacing phase 
a main effect of letter identity was reflected in movement time, F(l,12) =  5.47, 
p  <  .04. The writing of a letter <  e >  was preceded by a longer mean spacing duration 
of 614 ms, whereas the < o >  was preceded by a duration of 585 ms. The trajectory 
lengths of the spacing did not show significant differences with respect to this variable.
As discussed previously, we assume that the processing load that accompanies the 
preparation of more complex conditions will be reflected in increased temporal and/ör 
spatial parameter values of segments preceding the manipulated parts of the response. 
In the comparison of the letter < e >  with the letter < o > , the former is hypothesized 
to be the more demanding one to prepare. The more complex decision that has to be 
made, i.e., in the choice between the two distinct pattems of the letter ([e] vs. [E]) as 
opposed to the selection of the single identical pattem of the other letter ([o] or [O]) is 
seen as reflected in the increased duration of the preceding spacing. One of the 
consequences is that, although the stimulus set is completely counterbalanced, the 
subjects necessarily write the allographs of the < o >  grapheme more often than those 
of the < e >  grapheme. As a result, practice might facilitate the writing of the < o >  
combinations. One should note, however, that each allograph is already highly practiced 
and overleamed, which makes it unlikely that extra trials could lead to a noticeable 
practice effect in the course of one experiment.
In the evaluation of the data two additional aspects of allographic selection should be 
considered. A difference in letter frequency, for instance, could offer an altemative 
explanation if the < e >  combinations were less frequent than the < o >  combinations. 
Frequency lists can be interpreted as reflecting graphemic frequencies. Unfortunately, 
there are no lists available with information on the frequencies of allographs. For the 
present analysis, however, it seems reasonable to assume that a difference in frequency 
between two graphemes will lead to analogous differences in their respective lower and 
upper-case allographs. In Dutch, both the absolute < e >  (425.593) versus < o >  
(136.977) and the positional < ee>  (19.022) versus < o o >  (3.624) frequencies would 
strongly tend to favor the letter < e >  (Rolf & Van Rijnsoever, 1984). Therefore, the 
increased spacing duration corresponding with the the letter <  e >  in the experiment can 
not be explained in terms of letter frequency.
Another potential influence might be a difference in motor complexity between the two 
letters. Although the upper-case allograph [E] appears to be relatively complex, it has 
also repeatedly been found that motor complexity is connected to similarity of strokes
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(Van der Plaats & Van Galen, 1990). Letters made up of similar strokes (like the 
< o > )  are more difficult to write than letters with dissimilar strokes. Moreover, it 
should be noted that the increased curvature of the < o >  probably requires a high level 
of control. The eventual influence of motor complexity on the letter identity results 
remains to be decided, but there are indications that the realizations of < o >  might be 
more complex.
Letter Case. As a main variable, letter case did not differentially affect latency, 
movement time, or trajectory length of the spacing phase: The results do not show 
differences in processing load on the preliminary response segments due to the 
preparation of upper- versus lower-case letters. A significant interaction of letter case 
with size combination will be discussed in one of the following paragraphs.
Letter-Size Combination
Temporal data
The combinations of letter size had a significant main effect on latency, F{3,12) = 
3.94, p  <  .02. Writing a letter twice with a large size (condition 22) resulted in a mean 
latency of 283 ms, and writing the small size twice (condition 11) yielded a latency of 
287 ms. Combinations of different letter sizes resulted in somewhat longer mean 
latencies, the large-small combination (condition 21) took 291 ms and the reversed 
sequence (condition 12) 315 ms. A post-hoc pairwise t-test for all main-effect means 
showed that the latter result (12) differed significantly from the three other means 
(p < .05).
Similar outcomes were obtained in the spacing phase. A significant main effect on 
movement time, F(3,12) =  4.88, p  < .01 was accompanied by mean values of 577, 
593, 599, and 629 ms for the corresponding conditions (22, 11, 21, 12, respectively). 
Again the mean for the small-large (12) condition differed significantly (p < .05) from 
the other means.
The significantly longer preparation times found in the pre-writing segments for the 
small-large condition (12) are in accordance with our hypothesis conceming the effect 
of the relative incompatibility of this combination. It is common in natural handwriting 
to write a large initial letter preceding a smaller one, for instance at the beginning of 
a sentence (condition 21), but the reversed situation (12) seldom occurs in normal 
writing.
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Although not statistically significant, the trend in the latency and spacing data seems to 
indicate that, within identical letter sizes, the preparation of writing a letter twice at the 
larger size of 6 mm is easier than at the smaller size of 3 mm. Similar results have been 
found by Stelmach, Mullins and Teulings (1984) in the comparison of handwriting sizes 
of IS and 30 mm: Reaction time was consistently longer for the smaller-sized writing 
task. The effect can be explained in terms of the increased curvature needed for the 
small letters, implying a higher degree of control of the muscle movements involved. 
The two written letters were analyzed separately. The movement times reflect similar 
effects with respect to letter-size combination as found in the temporal data of the 
preceding segments (see Figure 3), first letter: F(3,12) = 19.79, ρ < .0001; second 
letter: F(3,12) = 16.60, ρ < .0001. Post-hoc tests showed significant differences be­
tween all of these means at the 5 % level, with the exception of the 21 and 11 results 
for the second letter. Writing a large initial letter takes more time in the 21 than in the 
22 combination. Writing the first letter small takes more time in the 12 than in the 11 
combination. In the 12 condition the second letter has a longer duration than in the 22 
condition. 
The results of the pre-writing and writing segments show that the repetition of a letter 
with a change in size is more difficult to prepare than with letters of the same size. The 
increase in movement time found in combinations with a change in size is interpreted 
as reflecting the extra processing demands at the parameterization level. We also 
assumed, however, that processing load would be reflected in response segments 
21 22 12 11 12 22 21 11 
First Letter Second Letter 
Figure 3. Mean movement times of the first and second letter as a function of size combinati­
on. 
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preceding the more complex structures. In this particular instance such an effect is still 
significantly present in the second letter (condition 12 versus 22). Although a 
parameterization process is thought to occur at a relatively low motor level, one would 
expect it to be completed before the actual realization of a letter. A possible explanation 
for this result may be the relative diffïculty of the incompatible 12 condition (also 
shown in both earlier response segments), which may force a subject to continue the 
processing of this level during the on-line realization of the letter.
Consistent with our expectation, the mean movement time for the letter in the first 
position of a pair (432 ms) was significantly longer than for the letter in the second 
position (415 ms), F(l,13) =  6.75, p  < .03. We interpret these results as a reflection 
of the ongoing preparation processes for the second letter during the writing of the first 
letter.
Spatial data
The trajectory length covered in the spacing phase displayed a significant main effect 
as a function of size combination, F(3,12) = 5.39, p  <  .01, with mean trajectories of 
2.11, 1.95, 2.10, and 1.99 cm for the 22, 11, 21, and 12 condition respectively. 
Multiple comparison analyses showed that the means of the 22 and 21 conditions 
differed significantly at the 5 % level from the other two conditions. In contrast to the 
temporal data reported above, the trajectory length results of the spacing in the present 
experiment reflect anticipatory effects of the different forces needed to realize the 
variations in instructed size. The largest size combination (22) is preceded by the 
longest spacing trajectory. The large-small combination (21) is next in spacing 
trajectory length, presumably because of the large initial size. The reversed sequence 
(12) yields an even shorter trajectory, whereas writing the two letters small results in 
the shortest preceding spacing trajectory. The trajectory of the spacing is lengthened as 
a function both of the occurrence and of the subsequent immediacy of the larger variant 
in the requested letter combination. The increased force level was also found in the pen 
pressures measured in the writing phase of the response. In the initial letter position, 
the larger variants yielded a mean pen pressure of 113.4 and 114.4 g (conditions 22 and 
21, respectively) as compared to 98.6 and 98.5 g (conditions 11 and 12, respectively) 
for the smaller instances. In the second letter position the corresponding values were 
132.0 and 126.9 g (conditions 22 and 12) and 117.7 and 122.6 g (conditions 11 and 
21). In Van der Plaats and Van Galen (1990), a study in which letter size was not
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varied, it was shown that an increased processing load of oncoming structures can be 
reflected in a lengthening of preceding movement trajectories. The present results show 
that trajectory length may also be affected by the anticipation of different force levels. 
Interactions with the other variables 
The size-combination variable interacted significantly with the other two experimental 
variables in the latency phase. Table 1 displays the observed mean latencies in the 
interaction with the letter-identity variable, F(3,36) = 2.91, ρ < .05. 
The results indicate that a variation in size (conditions 21 and 12) is more difficult for 
the letter < e > , which involves variations in pattern, whereas for the letter < o > only 
the 12 condition is difficult to prepare. The lower-case letter [e] is compatible with a 
small size, whereas the upper-case letter [E] is compatible with a large size. Whichever 
letter case is instructed to the subjects, the size combinations with a transition always 
cause one instructed size to be incompatible for the letter < e > , while this is not the 
case for the letter < о >. Both incompatibilities of the different patterns of the letter 
< e > occur in the same amount, yielding strikingly identical latencies for the 22 and 
11 conditions on the one hand and for the 21 and 12 conditions on the other. 
The mean latencies involved in the other significant interaction, namely size 
combination with letter case, are given in Table 2, F(3,36) = 4.12, ρ < .02. These 
data also reflect effects of incompatibility of some of the experimental task conditions 
in comparison to a normal handwriting situation. Having to write a lower-case letter 
twice with a large size is reflected in a longer latency than writing it twice with a small 
size. In contrast, writing an upper-case letter twice with a small size leads to a longer 
mean latency than writing it twice with a large size. The incompatibility of the 
small-large (12) condition emerges much more strongly in a longer latency for the 
Table 1 
Mean Latencies (ms) as a Function of Letter Identity and Letter Size Combination. 
Letter 22 11 21 12 
<e> 
<o> 
271 271 306 306 
295 303 277 325 
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Table 2 
Mean Latencies (ms) as a Function of Letter Case and Letter Size Combination. 
Letter Case 22 11 21 12 
lower 298 283 290 295 
upper 268 291 292 335 
upper-case condition than for the lower-case letters. To explain these results, one should 
look at the frequency of size transitions in normal handwriting. Starting from an 
upper-case letter, a transition in size from large to small (21) is the normal case (in a 
name and at the beginning of a sentence). There is also a general tendency to write 
smaller over letter positions during the writing of words: In a loose style, the final 
letters sometimes even approach a straight line. It seems legitimate in both cases to 
decrease letter height during writing. This may be the reason why both lettercases show 
relatively short latencies for the 21 condition. The opposite transition (12) in size can 
be found in normal handwriting starting from a lower-case letter (e.g., at the transition 
from the end of a sentence to a new one). This size transition, however, never involves 
an upper-case letter, which we think is reflected in the long latency found for this 
condition. Also, lower-case letters (Hke "1") can have long strokes that reach the size 
of the height of a capital letter, whereas in most capital letter repertoires all letters have 
identical heights. Having to write a capital letter even larger (12) can be seen as a 
violation of a scaling rule: The size of an upper-case letter is the maximum, it reflects 
the most frequent letter height profile across words and sentences. It may be made 
smaller, but it may not be enlarged. 
4.4 General Discussion 
Let us first make some remarks with respect to the main assumptions. As in our earlier 
studies, the present experiment showed that increased processing load is reflected in 
segments of the response preceding the more complex structures. However, it also 
appears that in a very complex condition the problems handled on a relatively low 
processing level can also be solved during the actual realization of that response 
segment. One should note that in the present study the subjects were not instructed to 
respond as fast as possible. In an earlier study it was demonstrated that higher 
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measures. The present study indicates that some caution is necessary in interpreting spa-
tial parameters, since the anticipation of higher force levels can likewise be reflected 
in an increased trajectory length of an preceding response segment. 
The group of subjects participating in the present experiment consisted of normal adult 
writers for whom handwriting is a highly practised and overlearned skill. We assume 
that during the course of learning a gradual accumulation of knowledge takes place 
concerning the general concept of a letter and the features that are relevant in the 
handwriting context. Writing also becomes automatized. Logan (1988) presented an 
instance theory of automatization that might well apply to the handwriting situation. In 
contrast to the modal theories that relate the acquisition of automatization as the gradual 
withdrawal of attention (e.g., LaBerge & Samuels, 1974; Shiffrin & Schneider, 1977, 
Logan, 1978), instance theory interprets it as the acquisition of a domain-specific 
knowledge base, formed of separate representations, or instances, of individual 
exposures to the task. Performance is considered to be automatic if it is based on a 
single-step direct-access retrieval of past solutions from memory. It will occur only 
after practice in a consistent environment. Handwriting is practiced in such an 
environment. In our view, the consistent and often repeated retrieval and application of 
elements at multiple levels of processing will eventually result in knowledge-driven and 
rule-governed processing. Dependent, on the situation, one is directed to very specific 
information. The solutions that are found in handwriting are moulded not only by 
practice but also by educational influences and personal preferences. Once they have 
been overlearned, they start functioning as rules. They tend to impose themselves upon 
a given stimulus situation, creating (sequential) biases that become associated with 
specific processing levels. In a discussion of S-R compatibility with respect to response 
selection, Duncan (1977) suggested that this involves the use of rule systems rather than 
individual S-R associations. We would like to argue that the present study indicates that 
rule systems direct processing on multiple levels. In addition to the rules that are 
obviously present at the higher linguistic levels, at lower motor levels they may provide 
sets in the sense of a "grammar of action". Accordingly, they will guide the writing 
process at these various levels. The present study reveals some of the knowledge bases 
involved. 
First of all, information has been built up that is associated with the letter per se. In our 
experiment no differential main effect of letter case was found. Letter case, however, 
implies a choice sometimes in size, sometimes in pattern, and sometimes in both. We 
have argued that the allographic representation of a letter, which specifies the intended 
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letter pattem, corresponds to the retrieval of an abstract motor program from long-term 
motor memory. A choice between pattems (as was required for the letter <  e > )  implies 
a choice between different motor programs, which was reflected by the longer spacing 
duration preceding such a letter. The present study, therefore, supports the notion that 
the allographic choice process takes some of the preparation time in one of the 
preceding response segments. The selection of a specifïc grapheme has consequences 
for the subsequent selection of an allograph, since for each grapheme a specific number 
of pattems may become activated, and a choice (guided by rules) has to be made in 
dependence on a multitude of contextual factors.
Size was assumed to be a feature of letters associated with a separate, post-allographic 
parameterization level. We were able to show that, compared to writing a letter twice 
with an single size, a variation in size is more difficult. The installation of a new size 
parameter during a letter sequence causes a significant load on this parameterization 
process. At the same time, there is an interaction with letter case. A simple and obvious 
rule in this respect is that upper-case letters in comparison with lower-case ones are 
written relatively large. Violation of this rule is reflected by longer latencies during 
which the preparation of the sequence takes place. The selection of a specific 
allographic pattem will exert influence on the parameterization level. For most writers, 
the selection of a pattem like B, D, or E will make the selection of a relatively large 
(upper-case) size at the subsequent parameterization stage more probable, whereas with 
pattems like O, P, and C this should not make much difference, since a large 
(upper-case) and a small (lower-case) size are both possible.
In addition to the information build-up with respect to the letter per se, knowledge is 
acquired with respect to context (e.g., temporal sequence, letter position). Case 
selection, for instance, is undoubtedly influenced by more general linguistic mies, like 
spelling, which prescribe when to use an upper-case letter. This is expressed in slips 
of the pen such as letter anticipations. Ellis (1982) for instance reports an anticipation 
error in writing the word "Cognitive", which came out as "Go..". In spite of the 
selection of the wrong grapheme ( < g >  instead of < c > )  the letter still came out 
upper-case at subsequent levels because it occurred at the initial letter position of a 
name or of the first word in a sentence. These higher-order linguistic processing levels, 
therefore, seem to influence the grapheme-allograph translation process in which the 
selection of certain specific letter pattems becomes more appropriate than others. In our 
study a transition in size from large to small was less difficult to prepare than the 
reversed sequence, reflecting orthographic mies. The findings are in support of category
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formation theories (Hayes-Roth & Hayes-Roth, 1977; Reitman & Bower, 1973) that 
emphasize the encoding of information about how frequently features co-occur. The 
transition from a small to a large size was especially difficult to prepare for upper-case 
letters, which was taken as the violation of a scaling rule relevant at the parameterizati-
on level. Several other effects of context with a potential influence on allographic 
selection have been reported, such as within-word letter position and preceding 
allograph (Ellis, 1982; Wing 1979, Van der Plaats & Van Galen, 1991). 
Taken together, the foregoing shows the importance of general rules of spelling and 
scaling in the guidance of handwriting. Moulded and conditioned by practice, they 
facilitate frequently used feature combinations but at the same time, they hamper 
performance when an act has to be planned that is incompatible with them. 
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Tracing Lexical and Postlexical Processes in The Production of Handwriting ' 
R. E. van der Plaats 
G. P. van Galen 
A. J. W. M. Thomassen 
L. R. B. Schomaker 
Abstract. Effects of spelling, lexical status, and letter complexity were investigated 
in two handwriting experiments. Fourteen right-handed subjects wrote acoustically 
presented words and their handwriting was digitally recorded. Differences in latency, 
movement time, and trajectory length were studied as a function of response 
complexity. The first study showed that the spelling of nonwords can be hindered by 
the unsolicited activation of corresponding familiar words, thereby creating a 
response conflict when selecting the appropriate graphemes. The second experiment 
demonstrated effects of lexical status (word vs. nonword) and initial letter 
complexity. It is concluded that the methodology chosen offers an alternative 
contribution to both psychomotor and psycholinguistic research. 
5.7 Introduction 
In many of the experimental tasks that are traditionally used in psycholinguistic research 
(lexical decision or classification, naming, categorization, etc.), the subject is instructed 
to respond as quickly as possible; and from a reaction time measure that reflects the 
time a subject took to prepare the instructed task, inferences are made about the 
intervening representations and processes. Although the reaction time approach ranks 
first among the different techniques for studying psychological processes and 
undoubtedly has contributed considerably to their understanding, it also is associated 
with some problems. Not only does the time pressure on the subject create a situation 
which is less valid from an ecological point of view, in some instances one may also 
question whether the reaction time that is measured and taken as a criterion actually 
reflects the psychological processes that one intends to study. Before turning to the 
Submitted. 
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theoretical issues of the present paper (i.e., tracing effects of spelling, lexical status, 
and letter complexity in the production of handwriting) we will first briefly address this 
methodological problem and introduce an alternative method. 
5.1.1 Potential Problems with Reaction Time Measurements 
An important question to ask is how sure one can be that the relevant processing is 
completed during the reaction time period. In lexical decision tasks with immediate-
response instructions to study semantic processes, for example, there certainly will have 
been a decision during the reaction time period. Otherwise the subject would not be 
able to give a response, or error scores would reveal a gambling strategy. But on which 
process(es) was it based? It is conceivable that a subject (in a kind of speed-accuracy 
trade-off) responds quite effectively (with an acceptable number of errors) on the basis 
of premature (non-semantic) decisions. This is a situation in which one knows for sure 
the response was right or wrong only after the response button was pressed. It may 
seem a somewhat speculative example of a condition in which the decision process 
reaches its completion with respect to the semantic level after the measured reaction 
time period, but the situation is compatible with the account of the lexical decision task 
given by Seidenberg and McClelland (1989). In their model, nonsemantic types of 
information, like orthographic information, can provide a sufficient basis for lexical 
decisions, indicating that the lexical decision process does not always have to proceed 
from orthography to semantics. From such a point of view, the reaction time mentioned 
in the example above might reflect decisions based on orthography but might not reflect 
decisions based on semantics. 
Similar problems can be found with processes occurring later in the response. 
Immediate responses can make it difficult to decide whether lexical access or postaccess 
processes are responsible for the effects of frequency that are reflected in reaction time. 
One strategy that has been used to tackle this latter problem is to introduce delayed-
response conditions in addition to the standard immediate response (e.g., Balota & 
Chumbley, 1985; Monsell, Doyle, & Haggard, 1989). The logic behind the delayed-
response studies is that if an effect of frequency is still found in responses that are 
delayed well beyond the 300 ms that are assumed to be required for lexical access, one 
might conclude that these effects are due to postaccess processes. 
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Although such a method, which employs variable stimulus-response intervals, represents 
an alternative way to study the contribution of multiple preparation processes, it does 
not solve all of the problems. With or without time pressure, there is a risk that 
measurements (in part) are based on response periods that have an effect on an 
experimental variable but that do not reflect the actual processing stage intended to be 
studied. Furthermore, instructions for speed can force subjects to plan as much as 
possible in an unnatural way in advance. Another problem with experiments using 
delayed-response conditions is that the signal to respond may interrupt processing. 
McRae, Jared, and Seidenberg (1990), for instance, have concluded that effects of 
frequency found at longer delay intervals can reflect the interruption caused by the 
response signal occurring before a naming process has been completed. 
This discussion is of special relevance for handwriting. Because motor responses usually 
arrive relatively late in a response sequence, the odds are that not all processing is 
reflected in the reaction time measure and (a part of) the preparation is postponed until 
after this period (even in delayed conditions) and is completed on-line during the 
execution of the response. Especially with long and complex motor responses, this is 
a possibility to be taken very seriously, again dependent on task instructions concerning 
required speed of responding. Semjen and Garcia-Colera (1986), for instance, have 
shown that only when a tapping task had to be executed at a fast rate did subjects plan 
a whole sequence of tappings in advance. Ostry (1980) found that the advantage of a 
delayed-response condition (of 1000 ms) with respect to the possibility of preparation 
did not extend beyond the first three or four characters in typing a letter string. He 
concluded that the organization of movement is ordinarily associated with on-going 
behavior, preparation prior to movement being largely a situation-specific strategy 
rather than a fundamental characteristic of motor organization. This presents a problem 
for motor research: one should take the complexity of the required motor response into 
account to judge whether a reaction time measurement alone is sufficient to reveal all 
relevant preparation processes. It also poses a problem for studies aimed at examning 
other (non-motoric) processes but in which subjects have to react with a motor response 
(e.g., word finding within a naming task). The motor processing part of the response 
may take varying portions of total reaction time. 
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5.1.2 Measuring Beyond Reaction Time 
Since the problems mentioned above seem to play a part especially in relatively 
complex motor response sequences, like handwriting, an alternative approach to 
studying preparation processes was chosen in our previous studies (see Van der Plaats 
& Van Galen, 1990, for a discussion). 
Our original question was whether it is possible to trace effects of mental load, not just 
in the reaction time period, but also during the execution of the response in an 
experimental setting without time pressure. Therefore an attempt was made to broaden 
the view not in the preparation phase (as with delayed-response conditions) but in the 
response phase. The experiments were inspired by the work of Klapp and his colleagues 
(e.g., Klapp & Wyatt, 1976), who were the first to discover that effects of motor 
programming could be found not just in reaction time preceding the execution of a 
simple motor task (tapping a code on a Morse key) but also during task execution. 
Experiments on handwriting have shown that the complexity of a number of (motor) 
processes is reflected not only in reaction time but also in movement time and trajectory 
length (Van der Plaats & Van Galen, 1990) or writing rate (Brown, McDonald, Brown, 
& Carr, 1988) during the execution of the response. In the former study, subjects 
displayed different strategies of programming, depending on the structural complexity 
of the task. 
The object of the present study is to see whether such an approach can be used to trace 
effects that reflect processing on higher (psycholinguistic) levels. The experiments to 
be reported are meant as an attempt to study psychological processes in a broader 
perspective, with attention to both higher (linguistic) and lower (motor) variables and 
with measurements being taken both before and during the execution of the response. 
Many psycholinguistic experiments use a motor response, which may be verbal (e.g., 
naming) or manual (e.g., pressing a response key). But most of the time these studies 
disregard the motor aspect of the response and focus on the linguistic aspect (as we 
have done vice versa in many of our motor studies). We now explicitly want to use a 
motor task in the present experiments to study both processes in combination. Of 
course, such an approach might make it very difficult to keep under control all 
important factors that influence psycholinguistic and motor levels of processing. 
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5.1.3 The Production of Handwriting 
Several authors (e.g., Brown et al., 1988; Kreiner & Gough, 1990) have observed that 
the process of writing has received little attention in psycholinguistic research as 
compared with reading comprehension and speech perception and production. Brown 
et al. see handwriting as an understudied medium of discourse production which is 
therefore worthy of investigation. Kreiner and Gough also believe that writing research, 
and spelling research in particular, deserves the attention of cognitive psychologists. 
One of the reasons why spelling is a relatively neglected domain of investigation is 
(according to Caramazza & Miceli, 1990) that it is difficult to use the common reaction 
time paradigm to study these processes. 
For the present experiments, models of word recognition and language production are 
of potential relevance, especially theories of spelling and handwriting. The multitude 
of different models shows that there is still no clearly superior theory to account for the 
writing of orthographically correct words. 
Dual-route models have been influential in studies both of language processing (reading) 
and of language production (handwriting, speech). These models build on the work of 
Coltheart (1978), who proposed a model of reading in which word recognition was 
assumed to proceed through two routes. According to Evett and Humphreys (1981) and 
Johnston and McClelland (1980) the lexical processing route is mediated through an 
abstract graphemic code. In the nonlexical route the graphemic code is translated into 
a phonological code by means of grapheme-phoneme conversion procedures. It has 
always been an attractive option to view particular input and output processes as 
counterparts of each other, especially in the case of symmetric processes for perception 
and production (see Allport, MacKay, Prinz & Scheerer, 1987; MacKay, 1987; 
Neumann & Prinz, 1990, for discussions on the relationship between perception and 
action). It is therefore not surprising that in the area of language production, Ellis 
(1982, 1985) proposed a dual-route model for spelling in which the above-mentioned 
processes are found to work more or less in reverse. His work is based on earlier 
proposals of other theorists (e.g., Morton's logogen theory, 1969, 1979, 1980) and 
underpinned by findings from neuropsychology and speech and writing errors. In its 
most recent version (Ellis & Young, 1988) the model assumes that the spelling of words 
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can proceed from the semantic system towards the grapheme level either through a 
graphemic output lexicon or a speech output lexicon. The graphemic output lexicon is 
assumed to hold descriptions of the letter sequences belonging to familiar words feeding 
directly to the grapheme level. The speech output lexicon is thought to produce the 
spoken form of a word to the phoneme level, and a subsequent phoneme-grapheme 
conversion maps the sound representations on the phoneme level to the spelling 
representations on the grapheme level. The modelling of Ellis conforms to two opposed 
ι priori principles that Monsell (1987) distinguished. The first principle, representatio­
nal parsimony, is illustrated by the assumption of identical representations for 
perception and production (e.g., reading: grapheme to phoneme; writing: phoneme to 
grapheme). But this does not imply that the conversion process between the two 
representations also will be the same. The second principle, procedural parsimony, 
emphasizes the organization of knowledge-for-use. Computational straightforwardness 
can dictate a largely different mapping of graphemes onto phonemes in reading 
compared to phonemes onto graphemes in writing, which in fact seems to be the case 
(Kreiner & Gough, 1990). This is in support of the observation by MacKay (1987), 
who stated that perception and production engage identical microprocesses but in 
asymmetric ways. 
in an evaluation of the dual-route theory of reading, Humphreys and Evett (1985) report 
evidence showing that lexical structures can be involved in nonlexical processing. 
Therefore, both routes were found not to function completely independently, as was 
originally stated in (the strong version of) dual-route theory (Coltheart, 1978). 
With respect to handwriting, Van Galen (1990, 1991) developed a hierarchic model of 
handwriting which was partly based on Ellis' model and likewise postulated phonologi­
cal and graphemic processing stages. In the handwriting model, the phonological system 
is thought to use phonological coding rules for the word-by-word encoding of letter 
strings. At the graphemic level the word is specified as a string of abstract letters. The 
more detailed specification of the particular form of a letter is assumed to be 
represented in motor memory and to be retrieved during subsequent allographic 
processing and stored temporarily in a short-term motor buffer. The allographic code 
specifies the spatial relations between the strokes of a letter. The writing of the 
allograph can be interpreted as the activation of the motor program of that letter. 
Writing size and speed, however, are associated with a separate stage. The final stage 
consists of the recruitment of muscle forces to realize a writing trajectory in a given 
hinnhv^iral r r i n t M t finí» n f thf» fpahirp« n f thp hanHu/ritino mnHd i« that «tanpï hipher 
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in the hierarchy are assumed to be engaged in processing aspects of the message that 
still have to be written. Since the basic architecture of the model is serial, higher 
processors should operate further ahead of real-time execution than lower processors. 
5.1.4 Processes of Spelling 
The first experiment to be presented addresses the heart of the spelling process, namely 
the conversion of phonemes to graphemes. Kreiner and Gough (1990) have provided 
evidence that in spelling, phoneme-to-grapheme correspondence rules are used in 
addition to word-specific memory. The present study aims at tracing effects of both of 
these aspects in a handwriting task. 
The use of rules in spelling refers to the idea that the speller has access to a set of 
correspondences that map the sounds in a language (phonemes) onto the abstract 
representations of letters (graphemes). At the level of these latter representations, which 
is referred to as the graphemic level, there is a specification of the identity and the 
order of the component letters of a word. Further details about letterform (upper-or 
lower-case, printed or cursive letters) are thought to be specified at the next lower 
(allographic) level. Both in English and in Dutch, phoneme-grapheme correspondences 
are usually not simple one-to-one relations, but show an intricate and diverse pattern. 
Because of the complex nature of these correspondences, phoneme-grapheme conversion 
rules will probably not be limited to just describing which phoneme can in principle be 
mapped onto which grapheme. Other aspects may place important restrictions on the 
probability and possibility of these correspondences. (For instance in a broad sense: 
type of language; modern or old-fashioned spelling.) But the most important restrictive 
structures in the correspondence rules will be the surrounding letters and within-word 
letter position. For example, the phoneme /f/2 can map onto various combinations of 
graphemes, but can map onto < p > + < h > in morpheme-initial positions, whereas 
/f/ will often map onto < g > + < h > in final positions. 
In handwriting, grapheme-to-allograph correspondences also show a one-to-many 
relation (partly more person-specific). As is the case with phoneme-grapheme 
conversion, letter position and surrounding letters are found to play a part in some of 
these conversions. In most writers, a single grapheme will correspond to at least an 
Phonemes will be denoted between / /, ала graphemes between < >. 
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upper-case and a lower-case allograph. Spelling rules will in some instances dictate the 
selection of letter case, for example, upper-case at the initial letter position of the first 
word of a sentence. Many writers, however, also use different lower-case allographs 
for a single grapheme and in some of them the selection of these seems to be governed 
by rules as well (see Ellis, 1982; Van der Plaats & Van Galen, 1991; Van der Plaats, 
Van Galen, & Thomassen, Chapter 4, for a further discussion of grapheme-to-allograph 
conversion). 
It is obvious that in many cases phoneme-grapheme correspondences are ambiguous or 
even absent. In ambiguous correspondences there is more than one graphemic option 
for a phoneme. The phoneme /k/, for example, can map onto < c > , <ch>, < k > , 
or <kh> as in cat, chord, kid, and khaki. In some instances graphemes cannot be 
selected from phonemes because there simply is no correspondence between the two: 
The so-called silent letters (e.g., < g > + <h> in though). Therefore, phoneme-
grapheme correspondence rules alone will not suffice to complete spelling in every 
instance and word-specific memory is also assumed to take part in the process of 
spelling. The idea is that one can spell because one remembers the individual letters of 
which the word is composed. Wing and Baddeley (1980), for instance, saw spellings 
stored as serial lists of letters. 
With the auditory presentation of stimulus words in the present experiment, correspon-
ding phonological structures in the lexicon will be activated and in turn will trigger the 
activation of semantic representations and the graphemic representations required for 
normal handwriting. This is, however, not just a bottom-up process, but in an early 
stage also top-down. The perception of the phonemes itself is assumed to be guided by 
word-specific memory. This has traditionally been illustrated in the phoneme-restoration 
illusion, first described by Warren (1970) and used as experimental method by Samuel 
(1981a; 1981b; Samuel & Ressler, 1986). The illusion occurs when a subject reports 
a spoken word as intact even though an extraneous sound, such as noise, a cough, or 
a tone, may have replaced or been superimposed on part of the word. The phenomenon 
demonstrates that the listener generates an expectation of the phoneme on the basis of 
higher-level knowledge which then guides the perception of the phoneme. 
In the experiments to be presented, the aspect of on-line advance spelling and motor 
programming, as hypothesized by the handwriting model of Van Galen, is studied in 
handwriting tasks which are performed without time pressure. As in our earlier research 
on handwriting (Van der Plaats & Van Galen, 1990; Van Galen & Van der Plaats, 
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1984) we expect that effects of processing load will be demonstrable in the handwriting 
trace and will be reflected in longer latencies, movement times, and/or trajectory 
lengths.
5.2 Experiment 1. Phoneme-to-Grapheme Conversion: Rules and Word-Specific 
Memory
In the first experiment, subjects were instructed to write nonwords (see Table 1) that 
were presented auditorily. They were told in advance that all stimulus items would be 
nonwords comprising three letters of which the first was always either < c >  or < f > . 
They were also told that the initial letter <  c > would consistently be pronounced as /k/ 
and the < f >  as lïl. Some of the nonwords were ambiguous with respect to the 
selection of the initial grapheme in small but significant respects:
Set I consisted of pseudo-homophone nonwords starting with the initial grapheme 
< c > ,  pronounced as /k/. The correspondence of the phoneme /k/ with the grapheme 
< c >  is legitimate in Dutch (as in claim), which exists as a word in Dutch as well as 
in English, as do all of the following examples. The /k/ phoneme, however, can also 
correspond to the grapheme < k >  (as in kilo), and, less frequently, on rare occasions 
with initial graphemes < q u >  (as in quininé), or < c h >  (as in christen), or < k h >  (as 
in khari). The phoneme /k/ to grapheme < k >  correspondence in this set yielded real 
words that are shown in the third column of Table 1 (but that were not to be written in 
the experiment). With the selection of the initial grapheme of the nonwords of Set I, 
therefore, there is ambiguity for the subjects in two respects. Phoneme-grapheme 
correspondence rules are ambiguous, since /k/ corresponds to both < k >  and < c > .  
Word-specifïc memory has a strong ambiguous influence since the /k/ to < k >  
correspondence is associated with a well-known word, which will encourage the subject 
to select the wrong initial grapheme (e.g., kaf instead of caf). Since both of the usual 
guides to spelling are of little help to disambiguate the stimulus, we expect that subjects 
will have considerable difficulties in spelling the nonwords of this set.
Set II consisted of nonhomophonic nonwords also starting with the initial grapheme 
< c > ,  pronounced as /k/. Phoneme-grapheme correspondence rules (/k/ to < c >  and 
< k > )  were still ambiguous, but whatever correspondence was chosen, it did not yield 
a real word. Word-specifïc memory, therefore, was not assumed to increase ambiguity 
as in Set I. There was no "sound-alike" correspondence to real words.
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In Set III the possibility of an association of the auditory nonword stimulus with real 
words was induced in the phoneme perception process and without a multiple phoneme- 
grapheme correspondence. Each nonword began with the phoneme lil, which during 
the process of phoneme perception could be confused with the phoneme N I, this 
altemative interpretation yielding a real word. There are a number of reasons why in 
normal speech lil and N I are easily confused. From a phonetic point of view both are 
relatively nondistinctive labio-dental fricatives. The main distinction lies in the voicing 
feature, ƒ  being a voiceless consonant and v being a voiced consonant. This distinction 
is in many situations somewhat ambiguous at the phonemic level. In normal speech, the 
production of a speech sound will vary according to its neighboring vocal tract shapes. 
Sometimes a feature of one sound is even extended to another, the so called assimilation 
phenomenon. In this respect ƒ  and v are especially vulnerable, since the voicing feature 
is easily assimilated leading to the false pronunciation of lil  as N I, and vice versa. In 
Dutch, for example, in the phrase met vet the initial N I of vet most of the time is 
pronounced as lil, since the voicelessness feature of Itl is extended to N I, yielding a 
false lil phoneme. This is called carryover (or left-to-right) assimilation in which an 
ongoing feature (i.e., voicelessness) is retained through the following sound. Because 
of these frequently occurring interchanges between lil and N I (and also for other 
reasons such as dialect or inattentiveness), we assume that listeners are prone to a 
perception of the altemative phoneme. Perceiving the phoneme lil from the present 
study as an initial N I would yield a real word, whereas the actual perception of lil as 
lil  would result in the instructed nonword. We expect that the top down influence from 
word-specific memory will create an ambiguous situation at this stage of phoneme 
perception in drawing the attention to the possibility of perceiving NI instead of lil (cf., 
Ganong, 1980). We assume that if an lil phoneme is actually perceived, phoneme- 
grapheme correspondence rules will not create ambiguity, since lil corresponds to the 
< f >  grapheme and not to the < v >  grapheme. This distinction in spelling is 
important, as is illustrated by the fact that people are able to spell without any 
contextual information auditorily presented words that differ (in Dutch) only in initial 
letter ƒ  or v (i.e., the words are minimal pairs), but that have completely different 
meanings (e.g., vee vs .fee: meaning cattle vs.fairy-, vaal vs. faal: meaning sallowvs. 
fait). Only the perceptual information of the initial phoneme and the associated 
phoneme-grapheme correspondence rule can enable them to spell these words correctly. 
The difference between Set I and III is that although in both sets the contribution of 
word-specific memory can bring the subjects to the association of a real word instead 
of the instructed nonword, in Set III they can achieve the correct spelling of the 
nonword through the perception of lil and the subsequent phoneme-grapheme
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correspondence, whereas in Set I they cannot. The nonwords of Set m are not pseudo-
homophones, since what the subject actually hears is a nonhomophonic nonword. 
Set IV was made up of nonhomophonic nonwords also starting with < f > as initial 
grapheme and pronounced with the initial voiceless phoneme HI. In this set an 
erroneous perception of /v/ instead of /f/ did not result in a known word. The 
contributions of both word-specific memory and phoneme-grapheme correspondence 
rules were therefore assumed to be unambiguous in this set. 
Table 1 shows in the first column the instructed nonwords used in the experiment. The second column 
denotes the way in which they were pronounced. The third, fourth, and fifth columns show the word or 
nonwords with which they could be associated and the word frequency (/1 million words) and English 
meaning belonging to these. 
Table 1 
Stimulus Words in Experiment 1 
Set I: Pseudo-Homophone Nonwords 
ambiguous through word-specific memory (word associations) 
ambiguous through phoneme-grapheme correspondence 
instructed 
nonword 
caf 
cus 
cok 
Set Π: Nonhomoph 
phonological 
presentation 
/kaf/ 
/kus/ 
/kok/ 
onic Nonwords 
not ambiguous through word-specific : 
associated 
Dutch word 
kaf 
kus 
kok 
memory (no word 
rules (/c/ = 
word 
frequency 
/1 million 
1 
17 
4 
< c > and < k > ) 
English 
meaning 
chaff 
kiss 
cook 
1 associations) 
ambiguous through phoneme-grapheme correspondence rules (Id = 
instructed 
nonword 
phonological 
presentation 
non word 
associate 
word 
frequency 
/1 million 
< c > and < k > ) 
English 
meaning 
cof /kof/ kof О 
cos /kos/ kos О 
cuk /kuk/ kuk 0 
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Table 1 (continued) 
Set Ш: Phonemic Ambiguous Nonwords 
ambiguous through word-specific memory (word associations) 
not ambiguous through phoneme-grapheme correspondence rules (If/ = < f > , not < v > ) 
instructed phonological 
nonword presentation 
fos Itosi 
fet /fet/ 
fak /fak/ 
Set IV: Unambiguous Nonwords 
associated 
Dutch word 
vos 
vet 
vak 
word 
frequency 
/1 million 
5 
19 
34 
not ambiguous through word-specific memory (no word associations) 
not ambiguous through phoneme-graphi 
instructed phonological 
nonword presentation 
fas /fas/ 
fek /fek/ 
fon /fon/ 
;me correspondence rules (/f/ = 
non word 
associate 
vas 
vek 
von 
word 
frequency 
/1 million 
0 
0 
0 
English 
meaning 
fox 
fat 
compartment 
< f > , not < v > ) 
English 
meaning 
_ 
— 
— 
Ambiguity inphoneme-graphemecorrespondences (Phoneme-GTzphemeConesponâence 
Ambiguity) was studied by comparing Sets I and II (ambiguous) with Sets ΠΙ and IV 
(nonambiguous). In the latter two sets it was hypothesized that subjects could arrive at 
the selection of the correct initial grapheme through the unambiguous phoneme-
grapheme correspondence of /f/ to < f > , whereas in the first two sets the correspon­
dence of /k/ to < с > as well as < к > was thought to be more ambiguous and therefore 
more difficult. At the same time, however, as this is a difference in initial letter it can 
also yield differences in processing load at a hierarchically lower motor level if these 
letters differ in letter complexity. Van der Plaats and Van Galen (1990) have shown that 
the motor complexity of the initial letter of an oncoming word can be reflected in a 
prolonging of movement times of preceding response segments. In the present study the 
effect was controlled by assigning the letter that is thought to be more complex (J) to 
the unambieuous conditions. 
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The experimental context is clear-cut: Only nonwords are used and have to be written. 
To accomplish the spelling of these nonwords, phonemes have to lead up to graphemes 
by using the non-lexical phoneme-grapheme conversion procedures. In Set I, however, 
the nonword sounds like a well-known word. We assume that this will activate the 
corresponding phonological word representation and the activation will spread to the 
corresponding semantic and graphemic representations. The grapheme selected by this 
lexical route contrasts with the non-lexical selected grapheme. In comparing the 
performance on Set I with that on Set II the lexical influence of word-specific memory 
on the non-lexical phoneme-grapheme translation is studied (Spelling Ambiguity). 
The top-down influence of lexical structures on the phoneme perception stage (Phoneme 
Perception Ambiguity) was studied in the comparison of Set III with Set Г . Word-
specific memory was not expected to play a part in Sets II and IV. 
If subjects can use their word-specific memory in phoneme perception and spelling at 
will, they will have no difficulties in disregarding the associations to real words. In 
visual lexical decision experiments (e.g., Coltheart, Davelaar, Jonasson, & Besner, 
1977; Rubinstein, Lewis, & Rubinstein, 1971) it was shown, however, that the time for 
subjects to respond with "no" to pseudo-homophone nonwords is longer than to other 
nonhomophonic nonwords. This suggests that word representations may easily (and 
perhaps automatically) become activated when an item is presented from the pseudo-
homophone set. Although a lexical decision task is more closely related to word-specific 
analyses, we nevertheless expect a similar effect with the spelling of the pseudo-
homophone nonwords in the present experiment. It is hypothesized that word-specific 
memory has an immediate and automatic effect in the process of spelling, starting from 
a phoneme perception stage and continuing to the process of grapheme selection. We 
expect that the result will be that the wrong grapheme threatens to obtrude itself: In 
Sets I and III subjects will be tempted to write a real word instead of the instructed 
nonword. As a consequence, this will place an extra load on the grapheme selection 
process, which we expect to be reflected before or during the handwritten response. 
5.2.1 Method 
Subjects. Fourteen right-handed student volunteers (8 female, 6 male), aged between 
18 and 31 years, participated in this study as paid subjects. They reported no problems 
with their hearing or writing. 
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Apparatus and task. The nonwords were spoken into a microphone by a native male 
speaker of Dutch and digitized by means of a sound sampler (8 bits, 20 kHz). Special 
attention was paid to the correct pronunciation of the initial letters < f > and < c > as 
/f/ and /k/ respectively. A computer program was used to create stimulus sequences 
which consisted of the digitized sample of the nonword followed by a) an interval that 
randomly alternated between the two durations of 180 and 220 ms and b) a tone of 
1000 Hz, which served as the starting signal. The total duration of a trial varied 
between 4.8 and S.2 s. The sequences were tape-recorded and during the experiment 
they were presented to the subject through a headphone with a mono signal on both 
ears. The experiment followed a randomized block design. In the experiment the subject 
was seated on an adjustable chair and had to write on a computer-controlled digitizer 
(Calcomp 924B). The ballpoint pen connected to the tablet was designed at NICI (see 
Maarse, Janssen, & Dexel, 1988 for a description). It resembled a normal ballpoint pen 
and had a barrel thickness of 8 mm. The force on the pen tip was recorded by a built-in 
pressure sensor (Kyowa LM-500G) with a dynamic range of 0 to 1023 grams, yielding 
a measure of axial pen force (Schomaker & Plamondon, 1990). The movements of the 
pen tip were sampled at a frequency of 100 Hz. The spatial resolution of the tablet was 
0.025 mm/bit. This resulted in an estimated spatial and temporal accuracy of 0.2 mm 
and 1 ms, respectively. The starting signal for the subject triggered the sampling of the 
tablet via a Vax Workstation 2000. The pen force signal was A/D converted (10 bits) 
and synchronously combined with the tablet data. The response sheet was taped to the 
tablet and had the appearance of an ordinary note-pad with two columns of horizontal 
lines separated by 8-mm interline spaces. Every second line of this sheet was thickened 
by 1 mm and had a 2 χ 2-mm square (the starting box) plotted in front of it at a 
distance of 6 mm. The subjects had to write the nonwords in lower-case letters on the 
solid lines whereas the thinner surrounding lines served to prevent large up- or 
downstrokes of written letters from approaching the next thick line. The subjects were 
told that all stimulus items used in the experiment would be nonwords, comprising three 
letters of which the first was always either < f > or < с > . They were also told that the 
initial letter < c > would always be pronounced as /k/. Examples of words and 
nonwords (not used in the experiment) starting with < f > (pronounced as /f/) and 
< c > (pronounced as /k/) were given. They were instructed to start the required 
response at their own pace "only after they had heard the start signal". There was no 
stress on speed of execution. At the start of every trial they held the pen in the starting 
box while the stimulus was presented through the headphone. After hearing the starting 
signal they traversed the 6 mm spacing and wrote down the requested nonword at the 
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beginning of the line. They then waited, holding the pen in the next starting box, for 
the following stimulus to be presented. After each set of 24 trials a new sheet was taped 
onto the tablet. The experimental session comprised 96 trials. These were preceded by 
24 practice trials. 
Data processing. The samples of handwriting data were low-pass filtered with a cut-
off frequency of 20 Hz and differentiated. Three segments of the response were studied. 
The latency phase was defined as the time period between the starting signal and the 
pen lift from the starting box. The spacing phase started when the pen was lined and 
included the time to traverse the 6 mm spacing until the beginning of the first stroke 
of the first letter. Finally, in the writing phase the trace of the initial letter ƒ or с was 
analyzed from the first to the last stroke. For the second and third segments, movement 
times and trajectory lengths were calculated. The segmentation procedures were partly 
based on information coming from absolute-velocity and pen-force curves. One subject 
was excluded from the analysis because he lifted the pen too high in the spacing phase 
of some trials. The 24 replications of each condition were averaged and analyzed in 
three separate ANOVAs: 2 (Phoneme Perception Ambiguity) χ 13 (Subject); 2 (Spelling 
Ambiguity) χ 13 (Subject); and 2 (Phoneme-grapheme Correspondence Ambiguity) χ 
13 (Subject). 
5.2.2 Results 
Phoneme perception ambiguity. Ambiguity in the phoneme perception stage 
induced by word associations was present in Set III, which was compared with Set IV. 
The nonwords of Set III yielded longer latencies (345 ms) than those of Set Г 
(318 ms), but the difference failed to reach the 5 % level of significance (F[l,12] = 
2.81, ρ = .12). 
The spacing that followed the latency phase and preceded the nonwords was traversed 
with approximately the same mean movement times (Set III: 408 ms, Set Г : 401 ms, 
F(l,12) = 1.89). There was no significant difference in mean trajectory length 
(1.82 cm and 1.81 cm for Sets ΙΠ and IV, respectively). 
For the writing of the initial letter ƒ no significant differences were found in movement 
times (a mean of 402 ms both in Set III and IV), trajectory length (Set III: 1.847 cm, 
Set IV: 1.839 cm) or pen force (112.2 g and 111.2 g for Sets ΠΙ and IV, respectively). 
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Spelling ambiguity. Ambiguity in the phoneme-grapheme conversion stage induced 
by word associations was studied using Sets I and Π. No statistically significant 
differences in mean latencies were observed (Set I: 331 ms, Set Π: 334 ms). 
But the spacing was traversed with significantly longer movement times in the case of 
the ambiguous nonwords (Set I: 472 ms) compared to their nonambiguous counterparts 
(Set II: 445 ms), F(l,12) = 8.79, MSe = 1579, ρ < .02. Also the mean trajectory 
length of the spacing in Set I (1.859 cm) was significantly longer than with Set Π 
(1.639 cm), F(l,12) = 6.98, MSe = 135096, ρ < .03. 
The initial letter с was also written more slowly, with a mean movement time of 
210 ms in the ambiguous Set I and 204 ms in the nonambiguous Set II, F(l,12) = 
16.79, MSe = 50, ρ < .002. Trajectory length of с was likewise found to be 
significantly longer in Set I (0.614 cm) than in Set II (0.595 cm), F(l,12) = 5.34, MSe 
= 1338, ρ < .04. No significant differences were noted in pen force (Set I: 111.3 g, 
Set II: 108.9 g). 
Phoneme-grapheme correspondence ambiguity. In the latency data, no significant 
difference was observed between the nonwords starting with the initial letters ƒ versus 
c. 
In the spacing phase of the response, significantly longer movement times were found 
preceding the nonwords starting with с (Sets I and II: 458 ms) compared to the 
nonwords starting with ƒ (Sets III and IV: 402 ms), F(l,12) = 25.83, MSe = 5089, 
ρ < .0005. The trajectory length of the spacing did not show significant differences. 
As could be expected, the initial letter/had a longer movement time than с (402 vs. 
207 ms, F[l,12] = 67.07, MSe = 22174, ρ < .0001) and was realized with longer 
trajectory lengths (1.843 vs. 0.605 cm, respectively, F[l,12] = 118.85, MSe = 
503084, ρ < .0001). Mean pen force did not yield statistically significant differences 
(111.7 g for/and 110.1 g for c). 
5.2.3 Discussion 
The results support our assumption that effects of processing load resulting from more 
complex conditions can be traced on-line in a response segment that precedes the actual 
realization of instructed nonwords. The results also confirm that in rather unrestricted 
tasks without time pressure and requiring a handwritten (motor) response, effects of 
variables can be traced, beyond reaction time, during the execution of the response. 
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Ambiguity induced by lexical structures was hypothesized to have an effect on the stage 
of phoneme perception and in the interference with the (non-lexical) phoneme-grapheme 
translation. The first hypothesis was not supported by a significant outcome (though the 
latency data show a trend in the expected direction). The second hypothesis is, 
however, confirmed by the significant results for movement time and trajectory length 
of the spacing. As hypothesized, mental load in handwriting can be found to be 
expressed not only in a prolongation of movement time but also by an increase in 
trajectory length. It seems to reflect a strategy of the subjects "to keep on doing what 
one is doing" while solving a problem. 
Similar phenomena can be observed in the production of speech. Pause duration has 
been shown to reflect effects of task complexity. Ferreira (1991), for instance, found 
that pause duration at the subject-verb phrase boundary increased with upcoming 
syntactic complexity. In everyday speech, not all pauses are silent some being filled 
with interjections such as uh, oh, or ah. Besides having a communicative function 
(signalling to the listener that one still intends to continue with speaking or is searching 
for words or in doubt) this phenomenon also suggests a similar strategy to continue with 
the production process while solving a problem. Similar phenomena can be found in 
stutterers who often lengthen their speech sounds in such cases. These so called editing 
expressions in speech can of course also relate to the detection and repair of errors in 
earlier segments (cf. Levelt, 1989). 
Alternatively, as was shown in a recent study (Van der Plaats et al., see Chapter 4), in 
handwriting increased trajectory lengths have also been found to reflect an anticipation 
of higher force levels (as used in large-sized writing). In the experiment, subjects were 
instructed to write pairs of letters in different size combinations. The large sized 
combination appeared to be preceded by the longest mean spacing trajectory, followed 
by the large-small, small-large, and small-small combinations, respectively. Measure-
ments of the actually writing of the letters revealed higher mean pen pressure in the 
larger variants. The interpretation of pen-pressure in the present study, therefore, calls 
for some caution. All letters in the present experiment, however, had to be written in 
lower-case. Also, the non-significant difference in pen pressure in the initial letters 
supports our original explanation in terms of mental load. 
It is interesting to note that the nonsignificant trend of the perception stage occurs in 
the latency phase and the significant effect of the lexical structures on the subsequent 
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phoneme-grapheme conversion stage in the spacing phase preceding the nonwords. This 
suggests support for one of the predictions of the handwriting model on which the 
present experiments were based, namely that processing on levels higher in the 
hierarchy is thought to occur earlier (i.e., more in advance with respect to the overt 
response) than the processing of lower levels.
Although in normal, everyday spelling behavior word-specific memory will reduce 
uncertainty and fac-ilitate decisions (for instance by means of higher activation levels) 
conceming the graphemes that have to be selected, the present experiment shows that 
the process can also work to the writer’s disadvantage. Subjects need time to prevent 
misspellings which (on this rare, experimental occasion) tend to be lexically correct, 
instead of false. The lexical representations activate the wrong initial grapheme and 
disturb the non-lexical selection of the proper grapheme. In spite of the bias in the 
experimental context that only nonwords are used, words activated by phonetic 
representations yield a strong effect. These well-known words, of course, were used 
more frequently in the past and it appears that they cannot be neglected at will and they 
seem to be triggered automatically. The finding that in linguistic ambiguous situations 
dominant representations are activated to disambiguate a stimulus has also been found 
elsewhere. Simpson & Krueger (1991) showed that in the timecourse of meaning 
activation for ambiguous words the dominant meaning is activated more quickly and 
maintained longer than the subordinate. Frost & Bentin (1992) suggest that, when 
confronted with phonologically ambiguous letter strings, readers in a naming task 
retrieve the high-frequency phonological structure first.
An effect of ambiguity in phoneme-grapheme correspondences was found to occur in 
the spacing preceding the nonwords and expressed in longer movement times. Subjects 
were instructed to write the nonwords they heard. Although they knew in advance that 
all nonwords started with the letters < f>  and < c >  pronounced as /f/ and /kl 
respectively, the contribution of word-specific memory draws their attention to a 
perception of the stimulus word that triggers a more familiar real word. The words 
presented with Ik/ correspond to both < c >  and < k > :  They are real pseudo- 
homophones, whereas the words starting with /f/ are not pseudo-homophones and have 
a more clear-cut correspondence of /f/ to < f  > .  These should therefore be less difficult 
to spell.
A possible altemative explanation is that the two initial letters differ in motor 
complexity. If c as initial letter is more difficult to prepare than f ,  this would also
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explain the results. But our assumption that ƒ  was probably the more difficult letter is 
confirmed by the measurements of the trajectory length of the two initial letters. Mean 
trajectory length of ƒ  was about three times as large as for c, while ƒ  is realized with a 
movement time that is about twice as long. This can be explained in terms of the long 
strokes of ƒ  which permit subjects to reach higher velocities during execution. Motor 
complexity does not offer a likely explanation for the results, since in comparison to 
/typically exists of a larger number of strokes and can contain several altemations 
between clockwise and anti-clockwise trajectories.
5.3 Experiment 2: Lexical Status and Letter Complexity
In our first experiment we studied processes of a relatively high order (lexical effects 
on spelling) and tried to control for lower motor variables (initial letter complexity) that 
were expected also to have a potential effect on the response. In the present experiment 
we will deliberately vary lower (initial letter complexity) and higher (lexical status) 
order variables in combination.
Words were selected and nonwords were constructed containing identical sets of letters. 
The word/nonword distinction was introduced to study the comparative spelling of both 
stimuli. In studies of typing, words are typically typed faster than nonwords (Massaro 
& Lucas, 1984; Ostry, 1980). It is assumed that (contrary to Experiment 1) the spelling 
of words will be facilitated by word-specific memory and by the fact that they are more 
frequently retrieved and more familiar than the nonwords. Therefore the expectation is 
that the spelling of the words will be less demanding than that of the nonwords.
Initial letter complexity was varied with the letters m and p. Reduplication of the 
vertical strokes of letters like m is a frequent handwriting error (see, e.g. Ellis, 1982, 
Ellis, Young, & Flude, 1987). This suggests that m is a relatively complex letter to 
write. In a series of four experiments, Van der Plaats and Van Galen (1990) compared 
m with p  in initial letter positions; they consistently found longer movement times 
and/or trajectories in the space preceding initial m. In the handwriting model discussed 
above, the allographic representation of a letter is assumed to be retrieved from motor 
memory and stored in a short-term motor buffer. The allographic code is thought to 
contain the spatial relations within a concatenation of strokes forming a particular letter 
shape. It is expected that, in comparison with p , the repeated sequence of identical 
strokes in m will place heavier processing demands on the system.
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Another reason for the introduction of lexical status and initial letter complexity in the 
present experiment was to test, once more, the prediction of the model that processing 
on levels higher in the hierarchy occurs earlier during the response than the processing 
of lower levels. The lexical status (word/nonword) variable is introduced in order to tap 
any effects of processing on a relatively high level in the hierarchy, namely those of the 
lexical and/or phonological processors. The initial letter complexity variable, however, 
is related to the lower allographic processing level. In accordance with the model's 
assumptions it is expected that effects of lexical status will be measurable in a relatively 
early response phase, whereas the initial letter variable is anticipated to become 
effective later in the response. 
5.3.1 Method 
The same apparatus was used as in the first experiment, and the same subjects 
participated. Words and nonwords consisting of three letters and starting with mm ρ 
were constructed from an identical set of letters (see Table 2). Word frequency was 
controlled for both sets. Subjects were told that all stimulus words started with either 
m or p. No emphasis was placed on speed of execution. The subjects performed 
16 practice trials preceding 128 trials in the experimental session. 
Table 2 
Stimulus Words in Experiment 2 
Initial letter Words (freq./l million) Nonwords (freq./l million) 
m man ( 876) mon (0) 
men (1635) mun (0) 
mor ( 1) mar (0) 
muf ( 2) mef (0) 
ρ pan ( 24) pon (1) 
pen ( 16) pun (0) 
рог ( 2) par (0) 
puf ( 1) pef (0) 
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In addition to the latency and spacing segments of the response, the first two individual 
letters and the intervening strokes of the written (non)words were included in the 
analysis. The replications of conditions of latency and spacing were averaged and 
analyzed in a 2 (Lexical Status) χ 2 (Initial Letter) χ 14 (Subject) ANOVA. The initial 
letters and subsequent connection stroke were analyzed in a 2 (Initial Letter) χ 4 
(Second Letter) χ 2 (Lexical Status) χ 14 (Subject) ANOVA. 
5.3.2 Results and Discussion 
Lexical status. The latencies found for words (306 ms) were significantly shorter 
than for nonwords (329 ms), F(l,13) = 4.74, MSe = 5853, ρ < .05. In the later 
response segments (spacing, first two letters with connecting stroke), no significant 
main effects of lexical status were found in movement times or trajectory lengths. The 
result is in accordance with the hypothesis that words are less difficult to write than 
nonwords due to their frequent usage and the information provided by word specific 
memory. 
Initial letter complexity. Words starting with m yielded longer latencies (325 ms) than 
words starting with ρ (310 ms), F(l,13) = 5.65, MSe = 2319, ρ < .04. This 
difference between the two letters increased and became stronger in the movement times 
of the spacing. The letter m was preceded by a spacing with a mean movement time of 
465 ms and the corresponding value for ρ was 423 ms, f (1,13) = 1 1 .77, MSe = 
8428, ρ < .005. The trajectory length of the spacing was also significantly larger 
before m (1.908 cm) than before ρ (1.741 cm), F(l,13) = 5.30, MSe = 293805, 
ρ < .04. Both response segments (latency and spacing) show effects of the more 
difficult preparation of m, and this effect becomes most significant in the movement 
time for the spacing immediately preceding this more complex letter. 
The results confirm the prediction of the model that processing demands related to 
levels higher in the hierarchy should become manifest earlier than the effects of lower 
levels. Indeed, lexical status is expressed in the first response segment, whereas the 
load on the hierarchically lower allographic buffer becomes most significant in the 
spacing phase. 
A significant interaction between the lexical status and initial letter variable in the 
spacing phase (see Table 3) showed that words starting with m led to longer movement 
по 
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Table 3 
Mean Movement Time (ms) of Spacing Preceding Initial Letters as a Function of Lexical 
Status. 
Initial letter Words Nonwords 
m 473 458 
ρ 423 424 
times than nonwords starting with the same letter (F[l,13] = 4.66, MSe = 508, 
ρ < .04). None of the other interactions in these segments were significant. This 
suggests that the preparation of m is more difficult for words than for nonwords. An 
explanation could be that the individual letters of nonwords may be viewed as a 
sequence of separate items, which might imply that more attention can be devoted to 
the preparation of this complex letter. In words, however, the component letters are not 
separate entities but must be viewed and remembered in relation to each other. This 
could lead to a reduced capacity during the programming of the more complex letter. 
Such an explanation would be supported by a study of Portier, Van Galen, and 
Meulenbroek (1990) on the practice of writing unfamiliar graphemes. Their results 
showed that initially separate response segments become integrated in more comprehen­
sive response chunks with practice. Similarly, writing words that are more practiced 
than nonwords might proceed in comparatively larger chunks. 
In the analysis of the written letters, it was found that m took longer to execute than ρ 
(474 and 379 ms, respectively, F{1,13] = 82.86, MSe = 6147, ρ < .0001) but was 
realized with a significantly shorter trajectory length (1.183 and 1.459 cm, respectively, 
i l l , 13] = 40.46, MSe = 105035, ρ < .0001). Although it is tempting to interpret the 
slower execution of m in spite of its shorter trajectory as another indication of its 
complexity, such an interpretation is not justified without further consideration. Because 
the long straight up and down strokes in ρ permit subjects to reach higher velocities in 
the execution of the letter, we can expect this letter's longer trajectory to be executed 
faster. However, a significant interaction of the initial letter (consonant m or p) with 
the second letter (vowel: a, o, u, or e) showed that the time taken to write m is 
especially long if it is followed by и (see Figure 1), whereas such an effect does not 
occur for ρ (Í13.39] = 5.57, MSe = 191, ρ < .01). 
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Figure 1. Mean Movement Time (ms) of the Initial Letter (M or P) as a Function of the 
Second Letter (A, O, U, or E). 
Figure 2 depicts an example of the writing strokes of m and и of one of the subjects. 
Although there are considerable differences in the form of these letters between 
individuals, the example shown corresponds to the most frequently encountered stroke 
sequence. The reader should note the similarity in strokes between m and u. The finding 
is, therefore, in support of our hypothesis that it is this similarity in strokes (which are 
supposed to be stored in a short-term motor buffer) that is responsible for increased 
processing demands during the execution of m. During the execution of m, subjects 
have to prepare for another complex letter. 
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Table 4 
Mean Movement Time (ms) in Initial Letters as a Function of Lexical Status. 
Initial letter Words Nonwords 
m 477 472 
ρ 378 379 
Analogously to the results for the spacing, it was found that in the interaction of lexical 
status with initial letter, the m took longer to execute in words than in nonwords (see 
Table 4, F[l,13] = 4.91, MSe = 98, ρ < .05). The subsequent stroke connection to 
the second letter, however, was executed faster in words (134 ms) than in nonwords 
(138іш),Д1,13) = 6.56, MSe = 147, ρ < .03. These findings seem to be in support 
of our previous interpretation. Words are remembered in larger chunks: The letters are 
in close correspondence to each other. This permits subjects to prepare a following 
letter during the execution of a preceding response part (spacing, former letter), 
whereas in nonwords the letters are separate units that are executed one-by-one and this 
preparation is traced in the writing of the connecting stroke. Analogously, Portier et al. 
(1990) observed long durations between response segments that decreased as a function 
of increasing practice. 
5.4 General Discussion 
The research reported in this article used a methodology that was inspired by the work 
of Klapp and Wyatt (1976), who were first to show that processing demands in motor 
behavior do not have to be confined to a latency period, but can also be traced on-line 
in subsequent parts of the response. In an earlier paper (Van der Plaats and Van Galen, 
1990) we argued that the handwriting task seems especially suited for such an approach, 
since it is a complex motor activity which is executed relatively slowly. Brown et al. 
(1988) have found that normal writing style lies closer to the slow and accurate end of 
the speed-accuracy curve than to the fast and sloppy end. In an attempt to strive for 
more ecologically valid experiments approaching these normal writing conditions, 
subjects in our studies are not instructed to respond as fast as possible but to react in 
their own spontaneous manner. Our experience is that subjects choose a pace of 
responding that they can easily sustain during the entire experiment without getting tired 
and making errors. Still, effects of response complexity can consistently be found in 
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concentrated on aspects of processing related to the lower, motor levels (e.g., motor 
programming, size, force, muscle initiation, etc.). 
We made a contribution here by presenting, in Experiment 1, a study of the 
hierarchically higher processes of spelling. It was hypothesized that word-specific 
memory and phoneme-grapheme correspondences were involved in normal spelling 
behavior and that word-specific memory also influenced the preceding stage of phoneme 
perception. In the experiment we tried to interfere with this normal state of affairs 
through the introduction of nonwords that through their resemblance to well-known real 
words created ambiguity either in phoneme perception or in the phoneme-grapheme 
conversion process and hindered subjects in their attempts to select the appropriate 
graphemes. The load corresponding to the disambiguation process in spelling could be 
traced in the preceding spacing, which was traversed more slowly than in the condition 
of a control set of nonwords. The result corresponds to that of many studies that point 
to the important role of lexical structures in the processing of ambiguous stimuli 
(Ganong, 1980; Frauenfelder, Segui, & Dijkstra, 1990). Frequently used representations 
seem to become readily activated and the results suggest that it takes a considerable 
amount of processing time to prevent the retrieval of a wrong grapheme. An effect of 
ambiguity in phoneme-grapheme correspondence was also traced in the spacing 
preceding the nonwords. The result shows that in comparison to an ambiguous 
correspondence of /k/ to < c > the availability of a straightforward correspondence (/f/ 
to < f > ) is of help in grapheme selection. 
In the second experiment, an effect of lexical status appeared in latency. Although many 
studies of language processing have of course shown such effects, it is interesting to 
note that a similar effect can be traced in the production of handwriting. It is supportive 
of an interpretation in which parallels can be found in input and output processes of 
language. However, the difference between words and nonwords is also a difference in 
frequency of usage, and such an effect does not have to be confined to just higher 
(lexical) levels. The familiarity of the well-known words may also facilitate processing 
on lower (motor) levels. However, since the effect is found relatively early in the 
response sequence (that is, in the latency phase), we think it is justified to relate the 
effect in this case to the higher linguistic levels. 
An effect that has reliably been found to be associated with lower motor levels (Van der 
Plaats & Van Galen, 1990), namely the relative complexity of the letter m as compared 
top, was replicated in the present study. Starting in the latency phase (f[l,13] = 5.65; 
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ρ < .04) the impact of the complex preparation of the letter m reaches its maximum 
in the spacing duration (F[l,13] = 11.77; ρ < .005). Our explanation of this effect, 
namely the similarity among the strokes that are held in the allographic buffer, was 
further supported by an effect in the interaction of the initial letter with the second 
letter: With the letter и (that consists of strokes very similar to those of m) as the 
second letter, the interconnecting stroke between these two letters is executed more 
slowly. The present results and those of Klapp and Wyatt (1976) support the view that 
in addition to the latency phase, the segments of the response (such as space and 
interconnecting stroke) occupying positions between the response units (between letters 
or Morse codes) are favourite loci to plan oncoming task elements. The possibility of 
tracing processes occurring at both hierarchically higher and lower levels on line in a 
natural task offers an interesting perspective for future research, not just in studies of 
motor behavior, but also in psycholinguistic aspects of handwriting. 
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Chapter 6 
Epilogue 
In the first chapter of this thesis, the starting assumptions and aims of the present 
research were introduced. The experiments reported in the remaining chapters focused 
on the multiple, complex, and relatively extended motor sequences used to write: 
various letter combinations (Chapter 4); words and nonwords differing in length (three 
letters in Chapters 2 and 5), (five letters in Chapter 3), (six and nine letters in 
Chapter 2); and short phrases (three words in Chapter 2). 
In contrast to the reductionistic character that still pre-dominates in most experimental 
research today, an attempt was made to measure the basic processes in handwriting in 
a more ecologically valid approach. To that purpose, subjects were not pressed to react 
as fast as possible but asked to respond in a spontaneous manner corresponding to their 
normal way of writing. Some doubt was initially expressed about the feasibility of this 
undertaking, but the consistency of most of the results suggests that this doubt was 
unfounded. The method employed here proved to be fruitful and the multiplicity in 
effects as found, for instance, in Chapter 2 forced us to many post hoc explanations and 
interpretations. In the course of the experimentation, moreover, attention was drawn to 
the strategies and rule-structures evident in handwriting behavior, which were then 
explicitly included in the research designs from the fourth chapter on. 
A concern in the choice for an instruction to the subjects with freedom in style of 
responding was the possibility that such an approach could result in undue variations 
in performance during the experimental trials. This did not, however, prove to be the 
case. The subjects spontaneously chose a pace of responding that corresponded to their 
normal writing style and could therefore easily be sustained throughout the experiment. 
The number of errors was consequently negligible, which is in contrast to the results 
of experiments with time pressure. In the latter case, subjects are pushed to react at an 
unnatural fast pace (often with monotonous stimuli), which tends to induce not only 
errors but also a rapid increase of fatigue (to say nothing of motivation). Most of the 
time it will be difficult or impossible for a subject to evaluate in advance how long the 
experiment will take. If a subject misjudges the total duration of the experiment, the 
pace in responding will not sustain and performance will relapse into different paces, 
yielding inconsistent experimental behavior. 
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The handwriting model proposed by Van Galen was taken as the theoretical starting 
point of this thesis. One of the principal assumptions in this model is that the processing 
load resulting from the preparation of more complex conditions will produce increases 
in the temporal and/or spatial parameters of response segments preceding the actual 
realization. In the present research, this was systematically and generally found to be 
the case, but with a few exceptions. In Chapter 2, for instance, the results of the 
experiments with variations in the spacing distance and word length indicated that in 
conditions of higher task complexity subjects might adopt a strategy of postponing 
programming to later parts of the response, such that it could coincide with their actual 
realization. An example of this strategy was subsequently observed in the most complex 
(12) condition of the experiment described in Chapter 4, in which a low level effect, 
hypothesized to be associated with a load on the parameterization level, was shown to 
exert its influence not only before the relevant response segments but also during the 
on-line realization of the current letter. 
Related to the above-mentioned assumption is the expectation that processing demands, 
related to levels higher in the hierarchy, should become manifest earlier than the effects 
of the demands associated with lower levels. Some positive evidence along these lines 
was found in the experiments of Chapter 5. In the second experiment lexical status 
(which is thought to be associated with the relatively higher levels of lexical retrieval 
and spelling) was found to have a significant effect on latency but not on later segments 
of the response, while the effect of initial letter complexity (which is thought to be 
connected to lower motor levels) was found to be strongest in the subsequent spacing 
phase. Nevertheless, this assumption is hard to test experimentally because if response 
complexity is manipulated at different levels, it is difficult to specify the extent to which 
complexity is induced at a particular level. The results also suggest that subjects 
evaluate the task in advance and may well choose to depart from their normal 
procedures and adopt alternative strategies in task situations of higher complexity. 
The processing modules proposed in the model served as a starting point, but in many 
instances additional, finer distinctions in subprocesses were required for the experimen-
tation. Of the hypothesized processing modules, the relatively higher processes related 
to spelling were studied in Chapter 5 (phoneme perception, phoneme-grapheme 
correspondence and translation, lexical status) and in Chapter 2 (word retrieval from 
verbal STM). The lower motor levels associated with the retrieval of allographs were 
studied in Chapter 4. The selection of an allograph was defined as the selection of letter 
pattern and letter case. The subsequent retrieval of letter strokes from the motor buffer 
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was shown to have an effect in Chapter 2, and this finding was replicated in Chapter 5. 
The following parameterization level was studied with variations in spacing distance in 
Chapter 2 and with variations in letter size in Chapter 4. In both chapters, it appeared 
that letter sizes smaller than the modal size found in samples of spontaneous 
handwriting are relatively difficult to write. 
As a consequence of the adopted approach, a large number of strategies and rules 
governing handwritten behavior were observed. As all subjects in the experiments were 
adults, handwriting was a highly practiced and over-learned skill. It was therefore 
assumed that the often repeated retrieval and application of elements at multiple levels 
of processing during the course of learning would eventually result in knowledge-driven 
and rule-governed processing. It seems important for all forms of motor behavior to 
become automatized to free attention capacity for other (in most cases more important) 
cognitive functions, as is, for instance, exemplified by the need to monitor the traffic 
while driving a car, or to formulate while writing a text. The generalized solutions 
learned in handwriting are thought to be moulded by practice but also by other external 
and internal influences such as education and personal preferences. At some level of 
organization, these overlearned ways of 'doing things in specific environmental 
contexts' are undoubtedly reflected in the nervous system in terms of the structures 
involved, the number of connections, the transmission rate, and the spreading of 
activation. In a given stimulus situation, the corresponding rule systems will tend to 
impose themselves, creating biases associated with specific processing levels. At the 
linguistic levels, rule systems are obviously part of the syntactic and lower modules. 
In Chapter 5, rules associated with spelling were discussed (i.e., phoneme-grapheme 
correspondences and word-specific memory), and frequently used representations were 
shown to hinder the spelling of nonwords. 
In Chapter 4, numerous effects were shown at multiple levels. The selection of a 
particular grapheme was shown to have consequences for subsequent allograph 
selection, while both of these levels could have consequences for the parameterization 
level. The experiment demonstrated that conditioned by practice, these rules facilitate 
frequently used combinations, but at the same time hamper performance when planning 
activities that are incompatible with them. In Chapter 3, the influence of personal 
preferences on allograph selection was also demonstrated, and, once again, contextual 
information was shown to govern processing in some writers, although it failed to do 
so in others. 
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Taken together, the findings of the present research underline the importance of general 
rules and strategies in the guidance of handwriting. In conclusion, the methodology 
employed in this thesis proved to be fruitful for studying both hierarchically higher and 
lower levels of processing in tasks that have ecological validity. In general, therefore, 
the approach offers an interesting perspective for future research. 
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Summary 
In the present thesis, handwriting is viewed as a complex cognitive activity particularly 
suited to study the interplay between linguistic, psychomotoric, and biomechanical 
processes. In the process-oriented approach, that was chosen, an 'open-loop' structure 
was followed. The starting point of this research was a hierarchic model of handwriting 
in which the information required for a handwriting movement, is assumed to be 
processed and generated successively by specific modules and these processes precede 
the actual realization. It was assumed that semantic and syntactic modules are part of 
the information processing and that the words to be written are stored one by one in 
short-term memory. Next, a spelling module specifies the individual letters. According 
to the model, these specifications take the form of graphemes (i.e., abstract representa-
tions of letters). During the process of spelling, word-specific memory and/or phoneme-
grapheme correspondence rules are used. A more detailed specification of the letter 
takes place in a subsequent allographic module in which the choice of a particular letter 
form is made. The stage is thought to correspond to the retrieval of the motor program 
of that letter form from motor memory. The component letter strokes are then 
temporarily stored in a short-term memory buffer. In the following parameterization 
module, the size and the speed of the writing are specified. Finally, the model assumes 
that in a muscle-adaption module, the proper muscles are initiated in order to realize 
the handwriting. 
In each of the chapters several of the proposed modules are studied in combination by 
imposing variations in the response complexity of the levels involved. It is assumed that 
this manipulation of complexity will be reflected in parts of the response preceding the 
actual realization. In addition to the measurement of response latency, the handwriting 
activity is also registered in real time using a digitizer and a special pen. The resulting 
data are used to calculate various spatiotemporal measures, as well as the axial pen 
pressure. In the design of the experiments, it is attempted to approach a natural 
handwriting situation as closely as possible. The subjects are also allowed to write at 
their own spontaneous pace. 
In Chapter 2, four experiments are reported that were presented to a group of adult 
writers, which were to write words of differing length, either in isolation or in short 
phrases with the initial letter of the word varying in complexity. At the same time, the 
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size of the spacing preceding these words was varied. The subjects appeared to choose 
different strategies depending on the configuration of the experimental task. If long 
words were to be written, this resulted in a increased movement time and/or trajectory 
length of the preceding space. However, this effect did not always reach statistical 
significance. The result was interpreted as a processing demand at the level of the 
verbal short-term memory, in which the word temporarily has to be remembered: An 
increased wordlength generally implies higher processing demands. The complexity of 
the initial letter, which was induced by similarity of the component letter strokes, 
appeared to produce significantly longer movement times or trajectory lengths of the 
response part immediately preceding the complex letter in all of the experiments. This 
effect was interpreted as corresponding to the level of the short-term motor buffer, 
where after allographic selection, the individual letter strokes are held for some time. 
The hypothesis with respect to the varying spacing distances was that longer distances 
(through the higher force levels needed for realization) would increase complexity and 
in such a way would lead to a slackening of the preceding réponse part. The hypothesis 
was not completely confirmed. The shortest and longest distances proved to be the most 
complex conditions. This results was explained by the fact that the medium distance 
corresponded to the mean spacing distance found in samples of handwriting and could 
therefore be overleamed and relatively easy to realize. 
In Chapter 3, an experiment is reported with a group of adult writers who regularly 
used specific allographs for graphemes in their handwriting. The hypotheses of Wing 
and Ellis were studied with respect to the manner in which such allographs might be 
selected. For the majority of the subjects, allographic choice appeared to be influenced 
by the within-word letterposition of the grapheme in question. A minority of the 
subjects demonstrated a correspondence between allographic choice and the preceding 
allographic context. These results suggest that in some cases and with some subjects no 
conscious choice is needed, but the choice between allographs may be governed 
automatically by the environment. 
In Chapter 4, the study of allograph selection processes is continued and further 
explored. Adults with a precisely defined use of allographs were selected for study. 
Allographic choice was analyzed as the choice between letter patterns and upper versus 
lower case. The subsequent parameterization of both aspects was then studied by 
instructing the subjects to write letters with both features in different size combinations. 
It was once again predicted that the effects of the more complex conditions would be 
traceable in response parts preceding the actual realization. This prediction was 
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confirmed, but at the same time it appeared that in very complex conditions, problems 
on lower levels of processing could be solved during realization. Increased trajectory 
lengths also appeared to be the result of not only increased processing demands but also 
the anticipation of higher force levels. The (more complex) choice between different 
letter patterns was reflected in an increased duration of the preceding spacing. 
Processing demands resulting from the parametrization processes were indicated by the 
fact that letters varying in size appeared to be more difficult to write than letters of 
identical sizes. These results corroborate the assumption that processing at these levels 
is governed to a large degree by rule structures (shaped by practice). Evidence, was 
found, for instance, for the operation of orthographic and scaling rules. 
In Chapter 5, some higher levels of processing are studied in two experiments. The first 
experiment was concentrated on the processes involved in spelling. Stimulus words 
were manipulated to induce ambiguity (and therefore create complexity) at a number 
of different processing levels (i.e., the phoneme-perception process, the phoneme-
grapheme conversion process, and the influence of word-specific memory). No 
significant effects were found for phoneme perception. Ambiguity in the phoneme-
grapheme conversion, however, resulted in a prolongation of the preceding spacing. 
Similarly, the influence of word-specific memory was shown. In the second experiment, 
the well-established effect of lexical status on processing was explored using the present 
paradigm. Lexical status, which is assumed to exert its influence at a relatively high 
level of processing, was studied in combination with a low-motoric variable, namely 
initial letter complexity. Both variables were shown to have a significant effect, and 
the explanation for the effect of letter complexity in terms of the increased demands on 
the short-term motor buffer created by interstroke similarity was corroborated by new 
evidence. 
Finally, in Chapter 6 (the Epilogue), the general approach adopted in this thesis and the 
assumptions underlying this approach are evaluated in light of the results of the research 
reported here. Evidence for the model in question was found along with clear evidence 
for the operation of strategies and rule structures in handwriting. It is concluded that 
the present method offers an interesting perspective for future research. 
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Samenvatting 
In dit proefschrift wordt schrijven opgevat als een complexe cognitieve activiteit die bij 
uitstek geschikt is om het samenspel tussen linguïstische, psychomotorische en 
biomechanische processen te bestuderen. In de gekozen procesgerichte benadering wordt 
grotendeels een 'open-loop' structuur gevolgd. Daarbij wordt uitgegaan van een 
hiërarchisch model van schrijven waarin de informatie, die benodigd is voor een 
schrijfhandeling, stapsgewijs door middel van specifieke modules voorafgaand aan de 
daadwerkelijke realisatie verwerkt en gegenereerd wordt. Verondersteld wordt dat 
semantische en syntactische modules onderdeel uitmaken van de informatieverwerking 
en de woorden één voor één in een verbaal korte-termijn geheugen worden opgeslagen. 
Vervolgens vindt in een spellingsmodule een specificatie van de afzonderlijke letters van 
het op te schrijven woord plaats. Volgens het model resulteert dit in een abstracte 
representatie van de letters, de zgn. grafemen. Bij dit spellingsproces wordt gebruik 
gemaakt van het woord-specifiek geheugen en/of foneem-grafeem correspondentieregels. 
Een verdergaande specificatie van de letter geschiedt in een daaropvolgende allografi-
sche module, waarin een keuze voor een bepaalde lettervorm gemaakt wordt. Dit 
stadium wordt geacht overeen te komen met de ophaal van het motorisch programma 
van die lettervorm uit het motorisch geheugen. De samenstellende halen worden 
vervolgens tijdelijk opgeslagen in een korte-termijn buffer. In de daaropvolgende 
parameterisatiemodule worden schrijfgrootte en snelheid ingevuld. Tenslotte veronder-
stelt het model dat in een spieraanpassingsmodule de juiste spieren worden ingezet voor 
de realisatie van het uiteindelijke handschrift. 
In elk hoofdstuk worden een aantal van de veronderstelde modules in combinatie 
onderzocht door variaties aan te brengen in de responscomplexiteit van de desbetreffen-
de niveaus. Als basisassumptie geldt dat deze manipulatie van complexiteit in die 
onderdelen van de respons tot uiting zal komen die voorafgaan aan de daadwerkelijke 
realisatie. Naast de meting van latentietijden wordt hiertoe de schrijfactiviteit met 
behulp van een digitizer en een speciale pen in real time geregistreerd. Uit de aldus 
verkregen data worden diverse spatiotemporele maten en de axiale pendruk berekend. 
In de experimenten wordt getracht zoveel mogelijk een natuurlijke schrijfsituatie te 
benaderen en de proefpersonen krijgen de gelegenheid in hun eigen spontane tempo te 
schrijven. 
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In Hoofdstuk 2 worden vier experimenten gerapporteerd afgenomen bij een groep van 
volwassen schrijvers, die woorden van verschillende lengte, waarvan de beginletters 
verschilden in complexiteit, afzonderlijk of in korte zinnen opschreven. Tevens werd 
de grootte van de spatie voorafgaand aan de woorden gevarieerd. De proefpersonen 
kozen verschillende strategieën afhankelijk van de configuratie van de experimentele 
taak. Een grotere lengte van de op te schrijven woorden had tot gevolg dat de daaraan 
voorafgaande spatie in meer tijd en/of in een groter traject werd afgelegd, maar dit 
effect was niet in alle experimenten statistisch significant. De resultaten werden 
geïnterpreteerd als een belasting op het niveau van het verbaal korte-termijngeheugen 
waar het woord korte tijd moet worden onthouden: een grotere woordlengte impliceert 
dan hogere verwerkingseisen. De complexiteit van de beginletter, die geïnduceerd werd 
door gelijksoortigheid in de samenstellende halen van een letter, bleek in alle 
experimenten significant tot vertragingen of trajectvergrotingen te leiden onmiddellijk 
voorafgaand aan de complexere beginletter. Het effect werd verklaard op het niveau van 
het korte-termijn motorbuffer, waarin na allograafselectie de afzonderlijke halen van een 
letter enige tijd moeten worden vastgehouden. De verwachting met betrekking tot de 
variabele spatiëringsafstand was dat langere afstanden, door de grotere krachtniveaus 
die nodig zouden zijn voor realisatie, de complexiteit zouden doen toenemen en dus tot 
vertragingen in het voorafgaande responsgedeelte zouden leiden. Deze verwachting 
werd niet geheel bevestigd. De kortste en langste afstand bleken in de experimentele 
praktijk relatief moeilijk te zijn. Als verklaring werd aangevoerd dat de middelste 
afstand het meest overeenkwam met het gemiddelde dat in handschriften wordt 
aangetroffen en mogelijk dus overgeleerd en daardoor relatief gemakkelijk te realiseren 
zou zijn. 
In Hoofdstuk 3 wordt verslag gedaan van een experiment onder een groep volwassen 
schrijvers die regelmatig specifieke allografen voor bepaalde grafemen in hun 
handschrift gebruikten. Onderzocht werden hypothesen van Wing en Ellis met 
betrekking tot de wijze waarop deze allografen worden geselecteerd. Bij een 
meerderheid van de proefpersonen bleek de allograafkeuze beïnvloed te worden door 
de letterpositie van het desbetreffende grafeem binnen een woord. Bij een minderheid 
werd een verband van allograafkeuze met de voorafgaande allografische context 
gevonden. De resultaten geven aan dat in een aantal gevallen en bij sommige 
proefpersonen er geen bewuste keuze tussen lettervormen gemaakt wordt, maar dat die 
keuze min of meer automatisch door de context gestuurd wordt. 
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In Hoofdstuk 4 wordt het onderzoek naar allograaf-selectieprocessen voortgezet en 
nader uitgewerkt. Als proefpersonen werd een groep volwassenen gekozen met een 
welomschreven gebruik van allografen. Allograafkeuze werd uitgesplitst gezien als een 
keuze in letterpatroon en in hoofdletters of kleine letters. Bovendien werd de 
daaropvolgende parameterisatie van beide aspecten onderzocht door de proefpersonen 
opdracht te geven letters met deze kenmerken in wisselende grootte combinaties op te 
schrijven. Verondersteld werd dat de effecten van meer complexe condities wederom 
te traceren zouden zijn in responsgedeelten voorafgaand aan de daadwerkelijke 
realisatie. Deze assumptie werd bevestigd, maar tevens bleek dat in zeer complexe 
condities problemen op lagere procesniveaus ook tijdens de daadwerkelijke uitvoering 
nog opgelost werden. Bovendien ontstonden vergrote trajectlengtes niet slechts als 
gevolg van zwaardere belasting op procesniveau, maar tevens als anticipatie op hogere 
krachtsniveaus. De (moeilijker) keuze tussen verschillende letterpatronen werd 
weerspiegeld in een langere duur van de overbrugging van de voorafgaande spatie. 
Belasting voortvloeiend uit parametrisatie processen werd geïllustreerd door het feit dat 
schrijven met een grootte-variatie moeilijker bleek dan het schrijven in gelijke groottes. 
De resultaten onderbouwen de zienswijze dat de verwerking op deze procesniveaus voor 
een groot gedeelte onder de hoede van (door ervaring opgebouwde) regelstructuren 
staat. Zo werd o.a. evidentie gevonden voor het bestaan van orthografische en schalings 
regels. 
In Hoofdstuk 5 werden in twee experimenten hogere procesniveaus onderzocht. In het 
eerste experiment was de aandacht gericht op spellingsprocessen. Door middel van een 
manipulatie van de aangeboden stimuluswoorden werd getracht complexiteit te 
induceren door ambiguïteit aan te brengen op wisselende procesniveaus. Het ging hier 
om het foneem-perceptieproces, het foneem-grafeem conversieproces en het woord-
specifiek geheugen. Er konden geen statistisch significante effecten op het niveau van 
de foneem perceptie worden aangetoond. Een effect van ambiguïteit in foneem-
grafeemomzetting werd echter wel gevonden in de vorm van een langere duur in de 
voorafgaande spatie. De invloed van het woord-specifiek geheugen kon op soortgelijke 
wijze worden aangetoond. In het tweede experiment werd nagegaan of een vanuit het 
taalpsychologisch onderzoek welbekend effect van lexicale status (woord versus 
nonwoord) ook met behulp van het in dit proefschrift gehanteerde paradigma kon 
worden aangetoond. Daartoe werd deze variabele, die geacht wordt op een relatief hoog 
linguïstisch procesniveau aan te grijpen, onderzocht in combinatie met een laag-
motorisch procesniveau. Hiervoor werd voor de lettercomplexiteits-variabele gekozen. 
Beide variabelen bleken een significant effect te sorteren. Bovendien bleek de verklaring 
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die in Hoofdstuk 2 voor het lettercomplexiteits effect was aangevoerd, nl. een belasting 
op het niveau van het korte- termijn motorisch buffer voortvloeiende uit de gelijksoorti­
ge halen, door nieuwe evidentie ondersteund te worden. 
In Hoofdstuk б (de epiloog) tenslotte, worden de gekozen benadering en vooronderstel­
lingen, waarvan in dit proefschrift werd uitgegaan, nader geëvalueerd aan de hand van 
het materiaal dat in de voorafgaande hoofdstukken wordt aangedragen. Naast de 
evidentie, die met betrekking tot het schrijfmodel verzameld werd, leverde de gekozen 
aanpak ook veel informatie over de werking van strategieën en regelstructuren op. De 
methodiek lijkt dan ook een interessant perspectief te bieden voor toekomstig 
onderzoek. 
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1 De stelling van Pachella: 
'Response latency is the most common dependent variable - by default: there 
simply isn't much else that can be measured' 
is niet meer van toepassing op het huidige schrijfonderzoek. Dit proefschrift. 
Pachella, R. G. (1974). The interpretation of reaction time in information processing 
research. In B. H. Kantowitz (Ed), Human information processing: Tutorials in 
performance and cognition. Hillsdale: Erlbaum. 
2 Het blijkt mogelijk te zijn om in experimenteel psychologisch onderzoek geldige 
conclusies te verbinden aan gedrag van proefpersonen dat in het eigen spontane 
tempo wordt uitgevoerd. Dit proefschrift. 
3 Het begrijpen van responsstrategieën is een noodzakelijke voorwaarde voor een 
juiste interpretatie van variaties in voorbereidings- en uitvoeringstijden. Dit 
proefschrift. 
4 Het gegeven dat de ecologische psychologie sterk verbonden is aan de 
tegenhanger van de cognitieve psychologie, namelijk action theory (Turvey & 
Kugler, 1984) is geen reden om niet ook binnen de cognitieve benadering zoveel 
mogelijk naar ecologische validiteit te streven. Dit proefschrift. 
5 Bij ρ = .OS schijnt de werkelijkheid dramatisch te veranderen. 
6 Naast ervaringen met slechte lijnverbindingen zijn het ongetwijfeld ook 
verworvenheden van de evolutie die mensen ertoe brengen om bij het telefoneren 
naar verre landen harder te gaan praten. 
7 Docenten die bij het werven van studenten beweren dat de banen na het 
afstuderen voor het oprapen liggen, hebben vaak een scherper oog voor hun 
eigen werkgelegenheid dan voor die van hun studenten. 
8 Als het profijtbeginsel niet als dekmantel voor bezuinigingen maar letterlijk zou 
worden toegepast, moet nu een grote groep werkloze academici een gedeelte van 
hun collegegelden terugbetaald krijgen. 
9 Discriminatie wordt niet positief door het laatste bijvoeglijk naamwoord ervoor 
te plaatsen. 
10 Het is te betreuren dat voor vele gemeenten de financiële belangen boven die van 
verkeersveiligheid zijn gaan prevaleren. Eén van de gevolgen is dat de 
attentiewaarde van onverlichte verkeersborden (met een diameter van 60 cm) 
door de komst van fel verlichte reklame in zgn. Abri's en Mupi's (met diameters 
van 170 en 320 cm) tot een minimum is gedaald. 
11 Het beluisteren van de korte golf banden is bij uitstek geschikt om zich bewust 
te worden van de propagandatechnieken van de diverse landen, inclusief die van 
het eigen land. 
12 De gevolgen van de huidige après nous le déluge mentaliteit op milieu-gebied 
zijn niet slechts figuurlijk maar ook letterlijk te nemen. 
13 Het aantreffen van een loden capsule om de fles zou niet langer tot een positieve 
kwalificatie, maar tot diskwalificatie van de wijn moeten leiden. 
14 Aangezien de meeste promoties goed aflopen lijkt de somber ogende kledij van 
de betrokkenen niet gerechtvaardigd. 
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